
After the success of the CHS girls’ 

cross country, who won the Mission 

Trail Athletic League championship, 

and girls’ volleyball, the first CHS team 
ever to win two Central Coast Section 

games, Padre athletes will be compet-

ing in a new array of sports this winter: 

boys’ and girls’ soccer, boys’ and girls’ 

basketball and wrestling.

BOYS’ BASKETBALL
With a 91-53 win over Pajaro Val-

ley to start the season, boys’ basketball 

is looking to perform even better than 

they did last year, when the team fin-

ished 11-3 in league and made it two 

games into CCS. 

The Carmel team features both a 

number of returning players and strong 

new players, according to coach Kurt 

Grahl. Players to watch include senior 

Kevin Cook, who has scored 48 points 

this season, senior Antonio Giangiorgi 

with 13 points; sophomore Kai Lee 

with 40 points and freshman J.T. Byrne 

with 61 points.

“We will probably be a more interi-

or-oriented team because we have a lot 

“My phone has become my prime 

source of happiness,” reveals a CHS ju-

nior, reflecting on how her smartphone 
has had an effect not only on her rela-

tionship with her peers, but on her men-

tal health as well. “When I’m with my 

friends, I catch myself thinking ‘please 

go away,’ not because they’re bad peo-

ple or anything, but because I just want 

to be alone with my phone.”

This stu-

dent, who 

reports that 

incidents of 

bullying and 

isolation by 

her peers have 

led her to cre-

ate a persona 

for herself 

online, is not 

alone. A study 

from San Di-

ego State Uni-

versity, for instance, reports that today’s 

teenagers are five times more likely to 
develop mental health issues than teens 

were during the Great Depression.

SDSU psychologist Jean Twenge, 

who led the study, speculates that social 

media has given rise to teenagers creat-

ing false ideals for themselves. This can 

be cultivated in numerous ways, most 

notably by social media celebrities, 

who usually opt to show only the best 

parts of their life online, creating an im-

possible ideal for their majority-teenage 

following.

This engagement can quickly lead 

to feelings of depression and self-re-

sentment. 

As reported in a study from Com-

mon Sense Media, roughly 50 percent of 

teenagers feel addicted to their phones, 

along with 78 percent of teachers who 

check their phone hourly. To the same 

effect, the study reports 66 percent of 

parents ex-

pressing that 

their children 

spend too 

much time on 

their phones. 

C a r m e l 

High support 

c o u n s e l o r 

Lauren Ca-

pano says that 

the correla-

tion between 

d e p r e s s i o n 

in teenagers and cell phone use makes 

sense and is accurate to the experiences 

of students she talks to on a regular ba-

sis. 

“I think it’s on a case-by-case ba-

sis,” Capano says. “But I think it’s re-

ally important for kids to get outside 

time.” 
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Ubiquitous internet leads to 

spikes in teenage depression 

BY KYLIE YEATMAN
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CHS winter sports teams aim to dominate competition 

SPORTS

BY QUINN SPOONER

WINTER SPORTS
CONT. ON 13

TECHNOLOGY

Freshman J.T. Byrne shoots the ball amid a defender at the first boys’ basketball 
scrimmage against Palma on Nov. 20. 
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Bring Me Sunshine 
connects high school 

students with 
orphaned children in 
China for community 

service

Sunset Center hosts 
Monterey Peninsula 

Ballet Theatre’s 
“The Nutcracker” 
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Residents of Monterey County bet-

ter become well-acquainted with the re-

cently added Holman Highway round-

about, for there are many more to come.

As reported by The Californian, a 

plan was approved by the Transporta-

tion Agency of Monterey County to 

convert 11 intersections along High-

way 68 into roundabouts, from Josselyn 

Canyon Road in Monterey to Blanco 

Road in Salinas. The plan also recom-

mends various safety and convenience 

features, including warning signs at 

various locations, additional lighting 

from York Road to Pasadera Drive and 

restrictions on left turns out of side 

streets and driveways.

The latest draft of the plan was 

publicly released Aug. 23 after being 

in circulation since December of 2015. 

Its stated goals are “to improve safety, 

access, operations and wildlife connec-

tivity, while reducing congestion and 

greenhouse gas emissions.”

Grant Leonard, the project’s man-

ager at the TAMC, further emphasizes 

these aims.

“Roundabouts have been proven 

to dramatically reduce the number of 

collisions compared to signalized in-

tersections,” Leonard says. “There are 

also air quality and environmental ben-

efits from the proposed plan, primarily 
through reductions of vehicle emissions 

and improved wildlife connectivity un-

der the highway.”

Leonard notes that the plan is still 

only that—an actual “project” has yet to 

be approved. All released information 

was acquired in a feasibility study sent 

to the California Department of Trans-

portation, which is currently develop-

ing an environmental impact report for 

the plan. The project will continue from 

there.

The plan involves four stages of 

construction—immediate, short-term, 

mid-term and long-term—that are ex-

pected to take two to three years each to 

complete. No construction is slated to 

take place until four years in, when the 

first roundabout will be placed at Olm-

sted Road.

Many in the Carmel community 

frequent Scenic Route 68, including a 

number of the Carmel Unified School 
District’s faculty and staff members. 

Long-time CHS English teacher Dale 

DePalatis drives the route twice a day, 

every day.

“I am actually a fan of round-

abouts,” DePalatis says. “The advan-

tage of roundabouts is that drivers never 

really need to stop as long as they know 

how the roundabout works. As it is now, 

the stoplights make all the cars stop for 

a minute, even if there is just one car 

coming from the side streets.”

DePalatis agrees that traffic is com-

Plan under way to develop 

Highway 68 roundabouts
BY SCOTT MCMAHON

68 ROUNDABOUTS
CONT. ON 4

COMMUNITY
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“I have been admitted to an inpatient hospital 

twice, and I’ve done therapy for five years,” one Car-
mel High School girl says regarding her experience 

with depression, anxiety and suicidal thoughts. “I have 

friends I can talk to, but I’m pretty reserved when it 

comes to talking about it.”

Over 30 percent of people who commit suicide 
confided in someone in as much as a week prior to the 
event, according to a study by social worker Dr. Brian 

Ahmedani.

CHS support counselor Lauren Capano explains 

how heavily depression and anxiety can weigh on a 

student and strongly suggests that those who are con-

fided in should be quick to speak with an adult if they 
think someone is in danger.

“I think all comments should be taken seriously 

even if the individual making the comment does not 

initially bring it up that way,” Capano says. “Talk with 

the individual, listen empathetically and tell an adult.” 

Counselors, teachers and peers can be helpful 

resources for subjects that a student might not feel 

comfortable speaking about with their family, Capano 

explains. If the resources on campus, however, do not 

support someone enough, there are multiple text and 

call hotlines that are available for anyone to use at all 

hours.

Teen Line offers a different approach than most 

other lifelines, however. This hotline is made solely 

for teens and offers the opportunity to confide in those 
their own age. Callers are put on the line with other 

teens trained for specific and specialized advice that re-

mains completely confidential.
Along with resources on campus and various hot-

lines, there are other individual methods that students 

may pair with professional help. While, perhaps, not 

directly solving the issue, students have found strate-

gies that work to calm themselves down during a time 

of urgency.

One CHS junior boy has learned mental tech-

niques from his family and friends to help him calm 

down when he becomes uneasy with his disorders.

“I like to look to the future,” he says. “By looking 

around at my life, I’m able to broaden my perspectives. 

That helps me focus on other things.” The junior ex-

plains he relieves his pain through distracting himself 

when needed. 

Another CHS sophomore girl struggling with de-

pression and social anxiety does not see medication 

as an answer and looks to 

other resources and ap-

proaches for support.

“I don’t take any medication because my family 

doesn’t do that,” the sophomore says. “I try not to think 

about what’s causing the problem. I stay away from 

huge social interactions. I try to be happy on days when 

it feels impossible.”

Many experts, on the other hand, have found medi-

cation to be successful in many cases. Most of those 

who take antidepressants are found to have better long-

term results with their disorder than those who don’t, 

according to the National Institute of Mental Health.

For those still unwilling to take medication, an-

other coping method that is common around teens is 

humor. While controversial, many that struggle with 

these issues find that using dark jokes is a way to re-

lease tension around the subject.

“A lot of people use it to cope just like any issue,” 

the same sophomore girl says. “It’s acceptable as long 

as the comment isn’t coming from a place of igno-

rance.” 

Junior Nelly Kohlgruber explains how laughter 

can brighten dark situations, as she has seen through 

supporting her friends that suffer from depression, 

“Joking about it is a way to cope, to make things 

funny,” Kohlgruber says. “It’s the nature of the joke.” 

Kohlgruber also makes it clear that those who are 

dealing with these disorders daily should attempt to 

handle it more cautiously and tell a trusted adult, how-

ever.

Joking about disorders can help relieve the inten-

sity of them and can bring people together in support, 

according to a Huffington Post article by Megan Ward, 
a woman suffering from depression.

Although some advocate that the use of humor can 

help in these situations, Capano does not recommend 

doing so. She adds that comments regarding these per-

sonal issues should not be made lightly to avoid be-

ing misinterpreted. In regards to Capano’s guidance, 

approximately 80 percent of people who struggle with 

depression or anxiety express that to others through 

jokes or other casual references, making it unclear if 

the severity of the situation is understood, according to 

the official Crisis Center website. 
The Mighty, an organization dedicated to enlight-

en people with mental illness and disability accounts, 

notes that missed signs, symptoms or comments about 

these disorders could put lives at risk.

In the midst of therapy, antidepressants, humor 

and hotlines, there are multiple methods to cope with 

depression, despite the lack of one soluble cure. 
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To the Sandpiper editor:

I am writing to inform you of the unfortunate situation with the Drama 

I and Drama II classes. Last year, the number of students in the dra-

ma classes almost doubled from the previous years. However, both 

of these classes are during the same period which makes it quite 

difficult for the classroom to function.

For a drama class to work correctly, the teacher, in this case, the 

amazing Ms. Gracie Poletti, must work one-on-one with each stu-

dent on their individual monologues and scenes. In order for Ms. 

Poletti to have enough time to give all of her students the instruction 

that they need to improve their skills, there needs to be more than 

one class period. Although Ms. Poletti is trying her best and doing a 

wonderful job handling so many students, the class function is very 

inefficient. 

The drama students of Carmel High School would be immensely 

grateful if the administration were to separate Drama I and Drama II 

into two different class periods as it is extremely difficult to function 
as a single class.

Kaia Bernt, Carmel Valley

Students use various methods to 
cope with mental health concerns 

HEALTH

BY ELLAH FOSTER

Teen Line
(310) 855-HOPE (4673) 
or text ‘TEEN’ to 839863
Teen Line is a 24-hour hotline that puts callers in 

reach with other teenagers that are knowledgeable 

in the field and instructed to give personal and 
confidential advice.

Suicide Crisis Line
(877) ONE-LIFE (663-5433) 
Speak with a trained volunteer for confidential help and guidance. This 
hotline is multilingual for anyone anywhere who needs to talk. 

Teen Help
teenhelp.com
Teen Help provides stories, articles, statistics and other information 

on issues that many teenagers may be facing: depression, pregnancy, 

suicidal thoughts, drugs/alcohol or gang relations. 

Hotline resources recommended by CHS 

support counselor Lauren CapanoLETTER TO THE EDITOR



With opioid abuse on the rise 

throughout the U.S., Monterey is going 

through its own hardships separate from 

the 90 deaths per day due to opioid over-

dose nationwide, according to Dr. Casey 

Grover of the Community Hospital of 

the Monterey Peninsula.

Mike Casey, founder of the Bridge 

Restoration Ministries in Pacific Grove 
and a former heroin user for 20 years, 

was looking to make a change when he 

began the organization in 2006 to help 

people who struggle with any type of ad-

diction. Clean for 15 years now, the for-

mer paramedic has a way to relate with 

addicts who were once like him.

Casey claims over half of the Bridge 

Restoration Ministries patients are opi-

oid-related users and that 80 percent of 

the 36 BRM members come from the 

Monterey area.

Opioids can range from heroin to 
certain prescription drugs like Vicodin. 

The general addiction course for people 

in the Monterey area begins with the in-

dividual going through an injury, getting 

addicted to the temporary pain-blocker 

and then heroin, according to Casey. The 

withdrawals push some to steal pills to 

alleviate their addiction.

“You are either going to end up 

dead, homeless or in jail,” Casey adds. 

“I probably get, on an average day, five 
or six calls from county jail [regarding 

addicts of opioid-based drugs].”

In 2013, about one person every 

week was dying in Monterey County 

from a prescription overdose, accord-

ing to the medical examiner-coroner in 

Monterey County.

However, Prescribe Safe Monterey 

County, a medication safety program, 

reports that there has been a 32 percent 

reduction in opioid deaths in Monterey 

County during the program’s first three 
years, according to the collaboration of 

nearly 20 agencies and organizations. 

“At Community Hospital, [there has 

been] a 59 percent decrease in recurrent 

emergency department visits by people 

seeking opioid painkillers and nearly 

$1 million in savings treating those pa-

tients,” the Prescribe Safe reports.

This is great news for Dr. Casey 

Grover, who has seen the worst of the 

epidemic as a part of the emergency de-

partment in CHOMP.
“We were seeing routinely 15-year-

olds and 16-year-olds addicted to 

prescription medications,” Grover 

says. “We were seeing families just 

torn apart by addiction. It was aw-

ful.”

Grover is alluding to a time 

before the Prescribe Safe initiative 

was created. The need for the pro-

gram was extreme, which is why 

Grover and Dr. Reb Close came to-

gether along with their colleagues 

to make a change.

Casey says that when most 

people can no longer manage to get 

the money to buy the Oxycontin, go 
to heroin. “You steal a lot of what 

you can, and then you come to the 

point where you’re in Salinas or 

Seaside and you’re buying heroin,” 

Casey comments.

Sergeant Ron Pfleger of the 
Carmel Police Department com-

ments that “[the Carmel PD] is not expe-

riencing an opiate epidemic in Carmel-

by-the-Sea, but [they] do arrest people 

with heroin and/or other illegal opiates 

from time to time.”

Due to reports of controlled sub-

stances being laced with one of the most 

addictive narcotics, Fentanyl, Pfleger 
added that officers began to carry a Nar-
can dispenser in each of their patrol cars, 

advocated for by Chief Paul Tomasi. 

This dispenser is a nasal spray used in 

emergencies of an opioid overdose.

This tool hasn’t been used in Car-

mel, but Pacific Grove Police Depart-
ment Cmdr. Rory Lakind reports that of-

ficers had to use the Narcan dispenser on 
somebody enduring an opioid overdose 

on Aug. 30, the only time the tool has 

been used to date.

According to Casey, since prescrip-

tion drugs like Oxycontin and Percocet 
are generally more expensive than hero-

in, if the user is at the point where they 

have withdrawals from opioids and they 

need a fix, they take the fiscally easier 
path.

Proposition 47, passed in 2016, 

cut some of the former felonies that in-

volved the personal use of most illegal 

drugs into misdemeanors

This sparked controversy over 

whether the government is turning its 

head away from some of the issues like 

the use of illegal drugs and letting it 

continue to be a recurring issue by cit-

ing and releasing the otherwise criminal, 

or if it is just simply a non-violent crime 

and considered non-serious. Many, like 

Casey, were not happy with the passing 

of this proposition.

In regard to the Prop. 47’s effect in 

Monterey, in addition to promoting cer-

tain crimes of grand theft and shoplift-

ing, Casey says, “We are not addressing 

or fixing the problem, just making it le-

gal.” 
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Local organizations focus on stopping opioid abuse
COMMUNITY

BY LUKE FRANKLIN

The Bridge Resoration Ministries recovery house in Pacific Grove.

courtesy of MIKE CASEY

Transgender elects shine new light on LGBT rights 

POLITICS

BY MILES PREKOSKI

A historic election day was held this November, 

with six different transgender politicians being elected 

across the country, sparking new debates over politics 

such as the military transgender ban and renewing re-

lated conversations about student life on the Carmel 

High School campus. 

Danica Roem became the first openly transgender 
elect to be seated in state legislature, beating her 13-

term opponent Robert G. Marshall, who calls himself 

Virginia’s “chief homophobe.” Marshall also planned 

to place a ‘bathroom bill’ to restrict public bathroom 

use by transgender people.

Along with Roem, Lisa Middleton (D-Calif.) of 

Palm Springs City Council, Tyler Titus (D-Pa.) of Erie 

School Board, Stephe Koontz (D-Ga.) of Doraville 

City Council and Raven Matherne (D-Conn.) of Stam-

ford each won their respective elections, ranging from 

city council seats to seats of Congress and have stated 

hopes of changing recent policies, bringing light to 

new issues in the U.S., like the transgender ban in the 

military.

These officials were some of the first to campaign 
as transgender advocates and were all open with vot-

ers about being transgender, something that hasn’t hap-

pened before. 

CHS sophomore Tristan Bowen, a member of the 

diversity club and the LGBT community, couldn’t be 

more pleased about the recent political advancements. 

“I love this sudden uproar of several political fig-

ures being advocates for their community,” Bowen 

says. “I also believe that many policies will be placed 

to provide equality on all levels as well as repeals relat-

ing to discrimination laws and abused laws.” 

The CHS Diversity Club focuses on sharing its 

ideas and beliefs relating to the most recent issues in 

society, such as the backlash against the LGBT com-

munity and support for the Black Lives Matter move-

ment. Kylie Yeatman, a sophomore girl and member 

of the LGBT community, shares her perspective on the 

issue.

“I think it’s really interesting, and it’s definitely a 
good development that more opportunities are open to 

transgender people and that more people are willing to 

vote for somebody and look at their policies instead of 

for just who they are as a person,” Yeatman says.

These politicians have noted plans to address the 

transgender military ban put in place in late August by 

the Trump administration. Lawsuits have been filed 
against the ban, many of them by transgender service 

members hoping to serve again in the military, accord-

ing to a report from the National Center for Lesbian 

Rights. 

CHS Diversity Club adviser and computer science 

teacher Tom Clifford weighs in on the recent elections.

“It’s an indication that people are changing their 

beliefs about gender, that it’s no longer a binary situa-

tion and to have people elected it means that people are 

not getting hung up on what one’s gender identity is,” 

Clifford says. “It’s more on who the person is and if 

they can represent me as a citizen of this community.”

This year is especially historic, simply because all 

transgender politicians elected this year were openly 

transgender, something that has never occurred in the 

history of U.S. elections. 

Freshman Ananda Sudol says, “I think that we’re 

heading into the right direction, knowing that they’re 

more comfortable with what may not have been typical 

in the past years.”

Danica Roem, member of Virginia House of Dela-

gates, peacefully protests in front of the White 

House during an LGBT rally.

photo by TED EYTAN



mon along the route, as Leonard describes.

“There is rush-hour backup, especially in the af-

ternoon,” the teacher says. “If I have an appointment in 

Salinas in the afternoon, there is a fifty-fifty chance that 
I could have a significant slow-up on the way.”

Tularcitos Elementary kindergarten teacher Mary 

Bankston is slightly less optimistic about the proposed 

plan.

“I think that it will improve the traffic situation for 

most of the day,” she says. “I’m not sure, however, if it 

will hinder the traffic during the morning and afternoon 
rush hours. The yielding lanes could end up yielding 

for prolonged periods of time.” 

Bankston also confirms that during rush hour, traf-
fic can be at a crawling pace—westbound in the morn-

ing, eastbound in the afternoon.

The statistics would seem to support the TAMC’s 

stated reasoning behind the project. The Federal High-

way Administration Office of Safety has concluded 
that installing roundabouts reduces total collisions by 

35 percent. Roundabouts also improve traffic flow by 

reducing delay, idling and abrupt acceleration, all of 

which comprise the majority of vehicle gas emissions. 

The already-functioning Holman Highway round-

about near Pebble Beach has received favorable feed-

back from most in the community, providing an overall 

positive outlook for the new project.

“It used to be so bogged down in that intersection,” 

says CHS ASB coordinator Aubrey Powers, who com-

mutes from Pacific Grove. “It was annoying when it 
was being built, but I think it is way faster. I am a regu-

lar [on the roundabout], and I am a fan.”

This fall, the CUSD Board of 

Education decided to shift the entire 

school year a week forward for the 

2018-2019 school year instead of 

accepting the calendar committee’s 

proposal to end the school year on 

a Wednesday and have a week for 

Thanksgiving break. This plan is still 

being considered for years to follow. 

The CUSD board met in pub-

lic sessions on Sept. 18 and Nov. 1, 

where the school calendar committee 

proposed taking an entire week off 

the school year for Thanksgiving and 

ending school on Wednesday, June 5. 

This would eliminate any issues with 

paychecks and retirement benefits 
among employees, which are deter-

mined by the number of months an 

employee works. With the existing 

schedule, some of next year’s staff 

would be working 10 months instead 

of the typical 11, and thus would lose 

access to full benefits.
“Because of the way the teach-

ers’ retirement plan counts time of 

service in months and not years, this 

would mean that all of our teachers 

would lose a small amount of their 

checks each month when they re-

tired someday,” board member John 

Ellison says. “It also meant that the 

working year for most employees 

is now over 10 months and not 11 

months. This change would require 

extensive work in the business office 
to adjust for the payrolls.”

Ken Griest, chief human resource 

officer at CUSD, says that having the 
staff work for only 10 months has 

been attempted before, but results 

were found unfavorable and alternate 

solutions were researched.   

“The committee is interested in 

exploring some alternative sched-

ules that would solve issues related 

to Thanksgiving,” Griest comments.

It was decided that next year 

school will start one week later (on 

Aug. 14) and end one week later (on 

June 7) to accommodate for any is-

sues, meaning there will be an extra 

week of summer in 2018. However, it 

is still undecided whether the calen-

dar committee’s proposal 

will be implemented in the 

future and the CUSD board 

of education is still consid-

ering using this plan for the 

2019-2020 calendar. 

Ellison voiced his 

concern during the Nov. 

1 board meeting when he 

described that the shift to 

starting school a week later 

would give students tak-

ing AP classes less time 

to prepare and will add 

extra days after the exams 

are administered, meaning 

there is no real benefit for 
the students. 

Associated Carmel 

Teachers president Bill 

Schrier explained that he 

has no objections to the 

any of the plans. 

“We are very resistant 

to change, human beings,” Schrier 

says. “If there is a good reason to try 

something or not a bad reason not to 

try something, let’s do it and see how 

it works, and then we can always go 

back.”

CHS principal Rick Lopez ex-

plains that this situation arises every 

few years, when the calendar makes 

a shift of about a week or so. In re-

gard to the alternative plan, Lopez 

explains that the two days of school 

before Thanksgiving break are diffi-

cult to deem as beneficial academic 
days, and while he says he likes the 

idea of having a full week of Thanks-

giving break, he does not like the idea 

of ending school midweek, despite it 

not being uncommon among schools. 

“I think a lot of people, probably 

teachers, parents and students alike, 

might appreciate having that week 

off because a lot of folks travel,” 

Lopez says. “It is one of the biggest 

travel weeks in the year.”

The calendar committee has de-

cided to conduct a survey in the near 

future to see what options the com-

munity prefers for the future.
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Calendar committee adds week to student summer 
DISTRICT

BY NINA PATEL

68 roundabout
CONT. FROM 1

What do you think about the fact 

that we’ll have an extra week of 

summer this year?

Alison Francis, 
counselor

Amaya Gomez, 
sophomore

Brent Silva,  
history 

Kelly Wong, 
junior 

“I think it’s great. Everyone 

deserves more rest and 

relaxation, and hopefully it 
will allow everyone to come 

back more refreshed.”

“Can it come faster? I 

would love that.”

“Well, having an extra week of summer 
is very depressing because I’ll be away 

from the fine students of Carmel High 
for another week. It will allow me more 

time to go on family vacations so that’s 

a benefit.”

“I feel like summer is too far in 

the future for me to start planning 

what to do with an extra seven 
days. I am more worried about 

passing the AP chemistry test.”

Below, the proposed calendar for the 2018-2019 

school year as approved by the school board 

The last months of the school year altered as 

a result of the changes in the beginning months 
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Vending machines relocated, caged outside cafeteria 
CAMPUS

BY TAYLOR DESMOND 

Within the past couple of months, 

the food service department placed two 

vending machines outside of the CHS 

cafeteria in order to offer food to stu-

dents during all times of the day, and 

while this is great for student-athletes 

who don’t have time to go get other 

food before practice or games, the metal 

cages surrounding the vending machines 

make their contents difficult to view. 
“They’re convenient in that they 

are outside…because the previous ones 

had been inside the cafeteria,” CHS ac-

tivities coordinator Aubrey Powers says. 

“The only problem is that [the cage is] a 

ginormous barricade, and it’s really hard 

to see what is in there.”

The machines were previously lo-

cated just inside of the doors of the caf-

eteria, the need for the metal protection 

sheets not being a major concern. How-

ever, the idea occurred after the food 

service department began observing stu-

dents tipping the machines. 

Denise McGregor, the district’s 

food service supervisor, also disagrees 

with the type of protective casing cho-

sen. 

“I’m not a big fan of the red doors,” 

McGregor says. “Food service didn’t 

pick them.”

According to McGregor, the cage is 

in place for primarily two reasons: mem-

bers of the public breaking into the ma-

chines at night and student safety. 

“We were afraid [they were] going 

to fall on them and actually hurt them,” 

McGregor says.

McGregor and Steven Russell, the 

art teacher at CHS, came up with one 

possible solution to the cage obstruc-

tion problem: They want to take a pho-

tograph of the contents inside the ma-

chines and put them on the doors. While 

this wouldn’t address the issue of what 

happens when they change one of their 

contents, it would fix the current and 
more concerning obstruction issue. 

The vending machine cost is mini-

mal in order to maintain them. They 

benefit the food service department be-

cause their contents consist of items al-

ready provided at the cafeteria, and the 

machines already belonged to the food 

service department. 

McGregor is currently open to re-

ceiving food suggestions from CHS 

students to stock the vending machines. 

The last time something was suggested 

and wasn’t bought frequently enough, 

she just didn’t stock the vending ma-

chines with it anymore, according to 

McGregor. 

“[McGregor] polled the class about 

what kind of snacks [students want] and 

all the snacks have to meet regulations 

and the federal standards,” Powers says. 

Currently the vending machines of-

fer items such as chips and salsa, dough-

nuts, Doritos, Sun Chips, brownies, Rice 

Krispies and many more other drink and 

snack options. Everything in the ma-

chines meets federal standards and regu-

lations, and are packaged appropriately 

for the school environment, according to 

Powers. 

The motive behind putting the vend-

ing machines outside was accomplished, 

since ASB wanted to be able to allow 

student-athletes to buy things while the 

cafeteria is closed. Students with free 

periods or ones who come to school ear-

ly without eating breakfast also visit the 

vending machines regularly. 

“It’s nice that they are open when 

the cafeteria is closed,” junior Dillan 

Chiewpanich explains.

Like countless other students at Car-

mel High School, Chiewpanich uses the 

vending machines to escape the lines of 

the cafeteria. It can take up to five min-

utes of waiting in line to get the more 

limited meals offered there, and the 

vending machines offer countless types 

of food more conveniently. 

During the first week of November, 
only one of the vending machines was 

open. The cafeteria has been in posses-

sion of the vending machines since 2005, 

but they’ve never attracted students as 

much as they do now. 

After having an overwhelming 

success rate, the second machine was 

stocked immediately and available to 

students as well. 

Though often unreported, locker rooms susceptible to theft 

CAMPUS

BY GABE MARTIN

Locker room theft at Carmel High School affects 

multiple students every year, especially those who rely 

on their lockers during after school sports and other ac-

tivities.

CHS assistant principal Craig Tuana says that last 

year there were four reported incidents of locker room 

theft. Most of the reports involved stolen money from 

bags in the locker rooms after school during sports 

practices and games. Tuana encourages students to re-

port the incidents to him or another form of authority. 

“I’m sure it happens often, but I only had four re-

ports of it last year,” Tuana says. 

Senior Abelardo Ramirez is one of the student-ath-

letes affected by locker room theft. Ramirez has been 

wrestling since middle school and has always tried his 

best to lock his backpack and personal items in his 

locker. During a wrestling practice junior year, he for-

got to lock his locker.

When he came back from his intensive practice in 

the school gym, he was furious and confused after no-

ticing he had $150 stolen from his wallet. 

“I felt pissed off,” Ramirez exclaims. “Whoev-

er stole my money took the time to open my locker, 

search through my backpack, find my wallet and take 
my money.”

The varsity wrestler appreciates his ability to safe-

ly go to school and participate in the sport he loves. 

Keeping this in mind, he says he does not want to see 

the school’s safety and reputation tarnished because of 

students taking advantage of others’ absences.

The CHS senior understands that security options 

like cameras and constant monitoring are out of the 

question, but wants some kind of security for future 

students.

Thefts have not only affected winter wrestlers 

like Ramirez, but also student-athletes who play sports 

ranging from football in the fall to swimming and div-

ing in the spring.

Carmel High senior David Huh be-

came frustrated with the locker room 

security after returning to the lockers 

following a 2017 lacrosse game to find 
$120 stolen from his bag. To Huh’s sur-

prise, some of his teammates shared 

his anger when realizing they too had 

things stolen from their bags. Huh and 

his teammates never reported the theft 

to Tuana or any authority on campus.

“You’re always reminding your 

guys to lock their stuff in their locker,” 

CHS athletic director Golden Ander-

son says. “After school, it’s not that the 

locker rooms are left open, but it’s more 

that there are a lot of people that use the 

locker room. It isn’t only our team, but 

when we host games, teams from other 

schools use our locker rooms.”

Anderson is also the head coach of 

varsity football and is a strong believer 

in locking gear and other items in the 

lockers during after school activities. 

Anderson doesn’t see locking the lock-

er room doors during sport practices as 

an option, though, due to the variety 

of sports schedules taking place after 

school.

“[With] football, it’s pretty easy because you stay 

in the locker room with your team and then you go out 

and close the door,” Anderson says. “In basketball, it 

seems that coaches for our team and other teams need 

to go in and out of the locker rooms. There’s just so 

many people using the locker rooms at different times.”

Student-athletes leave sports bags, like these ones, outside of 
lockers during most Carmel home games.

photo by QUINN SPOONER

A student uses a vending machine outside of the CHS cafeteria.
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In her senior year, 2015 Carmel High School grad-

uate Selene Elias knew that she wanted to go to college, 

but she didn’t know how to get there or where to begin 

looking. Now, as a junior at University of San Francis-

co, she has come a long way. This is in part due to the 

resources available to her at CHS as a first-generation 
student. 

According to college and career counselor Dar-

ren Johnston, a first-generation student is one whose 
parents or guardians did not graduate from a four-year 

university. He explains that these students are often 

stereotyped as having not been taught the value of get-

ting a college education and the tools to get there from 

their parents or have lacked the transmission of culture 

capital as it relates to the value and process of getting 

to college. 

Johnston mentions that the latter is not an issue at 

CHS, as both the community and immediate surround-

ings of first-generation students can help these students 
understand the value of a degree.  

“The knowledge and tools are something that the 

community cannot substitute,” Johnston says, “and that 

is where we as counselors work as hard as we can to 

supplant that in coordination with the Advancement 

Via Individual Determination program.” 

AVID teacher Bridget Randazzo defines the class 
as a program designed for students who want to go 

to college, but need assistance in learning how to get 

there.

Many students sign up for AVID early. Senior Er-

ika Gonzalez hopes to become a future first-generation 
student. When AVID teachers came to explain the pro-

gram to her class in middle school, she knew that it 

would be her greatest help in getting to college. 

“In AVID, we were able to go on multiple college 

visits and work on applications in class where I get help 

I can’t get at home,” Gonzalez reflects. “The College 
and Career Center has also helped me in finding col-
leges and scholarships.”

Most students can agree that college is scary in 

and of itself, but for first-gen students, the fear is of-
ten greater. AVID teacher Marc Stafford reveals that by 

planning to be the first in their family to attend college, 
these students are at a statistical disadvantage to stu-

dents whose parents attended college. 

“The number one factor in whether a student pur-

sues a four-year degree is based on parent education 

level,” Johnston says. “It dominates the statistics.”

While access to colleges for first-generation and 
low-income white and Asian students has been gener-

ally increasing, it is less so for other minorities, accord-

ing to research from the Brookings Institute. Generally, 

these minorities will get a lower-quality education.

CHS offers plenty of resources, most notably the 

College and Career Center and AVID. Senior Diego 

Cabrera highlights vouchers for standardized tests, 

such as the ACT and SAT, as an example of a strong 

resource for first-generation students.
According to Elias, the resources were endless, 

but it was up to the individual to use them. From the 

College and Career Center, she got information from 

counselors about the application process and types of 

aid she could apply for, which most first-generation 
students do not know about. 

While the resources at CHS are plentiful, senior 

Jenifer Solano express that the acknowledgement that 

every person has her own specific situation and needs is 
lacking, mainly because of the common misconception 

that all students have the resources. 

“When I was very little, my grandmother always 

told me that I would go to college,” Solano recounts. 

“But it wasn’t until middle school that I understood 

what it was and the struggles I would face. And in be-

ing the first in my family to graduate from high school, 
I have to get resources and advice from other people 

and not my parents when it comes to college.”

According to the Education Advisory Bureau, 

about 90 percent of low-income first-generation stu-

dents do not graduate in six years. Part of the prob-

lem, the EAB claims, is their inability or lack of time 

to crack the hidden curriculum—

study skills and knowledge of 

how to navigate college—that 

determines success as a freshman 

in college.

The EAB reports that first-
generation students often come 

from minority groups. While a 

quarter of Asian or white college 

students are first-generation, 41 
percent of black and 61 percent 

of Hispanic college students are.

Despite the statistics, many 

future first-generation students 
say their parents are supportive 

of their education, regardless of 

the extent of their own. 

“At home, college was 

something that I was always ex-

cited to talk about,” says 2016 

CHS graduate Hannah Lee, now 

a first-generation sophomore 
Northwestern University. “My 

family always encouraged me to 

pursue what interested me and do 

what makes me happy, and in doing so I knew that I 

wanted to go for a four-year degree because I always 

enjoyed the challenge and thrill of learning and aca-

demics.”

For first-gen students, many challenges become 
evident while at college, as was the case for Elias. To 

alleviate the stress, some colleges have programs for 

first-gen students that take place before classes start to 
help students transition into the college lifestyle. For 

Elias, she believes herself fortunate to have been able 

to been a part of USF’s Muscat Scholars Program for 

first-generation students, which incorporated a variety 
of classes and a schedule similar to college.

“If it weren’t for this program, I don’t know how I 

would have made it,” Elias says. “That was the biggest 

resource given to me, but I still believe that the univer-

sity fails to acknowledge other first-generation students 
and make them feel supported throughout their entire 

college years.”

Regardless of the challenges for first-generation 
students, many of these students say that it’s possible 

to succeed. 

“Stay resilient and be active,” Lee advises. “Espe-

cially being first-generation, it can sometimes feel like 
there is nowhere to turn for guidance or support, but if 

you know what you want and actively go for it, you can 

never go wrong.”
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Breaking the mold
Resources help first-generation students overcome obstacles on road to college 

EDUCATION

BY JOYCE DOHERTY

With hopes of one day becoming a pulmonologist, 

CHS senior and future first-gen student Erika 
Gonzalez plans to attend a four-year to earn her 
Bachelor’s degree in biology.

ASB president Diego Cabrera is applying to multiple 
schools across California with hopes of one day 
becoming a teacher in the STEM field.

A third-year first-generation student at University of 
San Francsico, 2015 CHS grad Selene Elias is 
working towards her Bachelor’s of Science in 
Nursing.

photo by JOYVE DOHERTY

courtesy of SELENE ELIAS

photo by JOYVE DOHERTY

graphic by UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS AT CHICAGO
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Summer internships open up for STEM students 

EDUCATION

BY PETER ELLISON

As college applications have been 

getting increasingly competitive over 

the last decade, more students have cho-

sen to pursue internships and other edu-

cational opportunities during their sum-

mers. Why exactly are these students 

choosing to sacrifice their summers to 
do these programs?

“Let’s say a student wanted to pur-

sue the life sciences and medicine, then 

what I’m looking for is corroborating ev-

idence in their application that supports 

that,” says Tom Dooner, a chemistry and 

biology teacher at Carmel High School 

who worked for a year as an application 

reader at University of California at San-

ta Cruz. “Did they volunteer for the Red 

Cross Club? Did they volunteer at the 

local hospital? Did they shadow physi-

cians? Did they attempt to get a research 

position? Did they participate in summer 

internships or programs?” 

Institutions like the Naval Post-

graduate School, the Summer Health In-

stitute and the Monterey Bay Aquarium 

each have research or educational intern-

ship programs that CHS students have 

capitalized on in the past, particularly 

students looking to go into science, tech-

nology, engineering or math programs. 

Additionally, CHS students have gone 

across the bay to do internships at UCSC 

or Stanford University.  

These summer internships can be 

both highly competitive and time inten-

sive. Many require applications months 

in advance, complete with resumes and 

letters of recommendation. Some intern-

ships, such as those at NPS, also demand 

long hours, reaching the typical nine-to-

five work day. 
Despite these demands, students 

choose to pursue internships in order 

to gain invaluable experience in profes-

sional fields and to further explore fields 
they are passionate about. 

CHS junior Ryan Ricupero had an 

internship at NPS last summer as part 

of a team that was building balloons to 

carry sensors into the upper atmosphere 

to collect data.

“During the internship they taught 

us a lot of things: how to micro-solder, 

how to 3D model things, how to pro-

gram…the basics of electricity,” Ricu-

pero says. 

2016 CHS graduate and current 

Notre Dame University freshman Brett 

Cordell spent a summer at the Salinas 

Valley Memorial Hospital.

“I wanted to see what the hospital 

environment was like in order to see 

if it was a career I wanted to pursue,” 

Cordell says as he describes his motiva-

tion for taking the internship. 

While some see these internships as 

opportunities for education and experi-

ence, many students looking to get into a 

competitive four-year university also see 

summer internships as an opportunity to 

boost college applications. 

CHS college counselor Darren 

Johnston agrees that internships could 

benefit a student’s application. 
“Regardless of the university sys-

tem, UCs and private schools are both 

looking for students whose passion for 

a subject or a particular field is met with 
pursuit of that passion,” he explains. 

Despite saying this, both Johnston 

and Dooner caution that summer intern-

ships are not the right option for every-

body. 

“This is not the silver bullet that’s 

going to get you into the college of your 

choice,” Dooner says. “This is some-

thing you should be pursuing if you’re 

interested in it.”

Ryan Ricupero (second from left) and other interns at the Naval         

Postgraduate School launch their balloon from Firebaugh, California.

courtesy of RYAN RICUPERO

Carmel High School teachers’ past jobs may surprise students 
FACULTY

BY PRISCILLA CABALLERO

Working at McDonald’s as a 

teenager, I was chased around the 

kitchen by another worker who 

wanted to stab me with a knife. 

I had to run around the kitchen 

and kinda circle the stove. and 

finally the manager came out and 
stopped her.” 

“One time in Antarctica we were 
trying to take off on our plane 

that had skis instead of wheels, 

but the snow was too thick so we 

couldn’t take off. So we had to 

get out of our seats and they just 

strapped us down to the very back 

ramp of the plane using cargo 

straps.”

“When I was working at the 

Hacienda Hotel in Los Angeles, I 

met some celebrities. I met Mr.T, 

I met Ms. America, and I met a 

bunch of the Raiders.” 

Whitney Grummon, English teacher Brian Granbery, science teacher Kurt Grahl, math teacher 

Ever picture Mr. Grahl doing farm work on a sun-

ny day or Mr. Granbery living in Antarctica? At one 

point in their lives, neither did these teachers.

Teachers at CHS roam the campus every day, but 

most students are not aware of the crazy experiences 

they had earlier in their life working. From all the jobs 

teachers have had, a piece of knowledge was gained 

from each one. Soon, these teachers stepped foot onto 

the Padre campus ready to teach, with no regrets.

Math teacher Kurt Grahl had some “different” ex-

periences while working several jobs in his hometown 

Detroit, Michigan.

“I had a job at 7-Eleven, and the first day that I 
was on the job, someone stole a case of beer,” Grahl 

remembers. “I jumped over the counter to go after him, 

but I caught my flip-flop on the magazine rack so I fell 
on my face. Then I got up and ran barefoot after this 

guy through the parking lot, but he got in a getaway 

car.”

Grahl’s first job was actually farming in Detroit at 
15 years old.

“In Michigan, I worked at a fruit-packing plant,” 

Grahl says. “I picked berries out in the fields for a little 
bit.” 

Science teacher Brian Granbery had spent years 

circling the globe until he realized that he wanted to do 

what he loves the most: teaching science.

“I was a park ranger in Colorado for a few years 

and a wildland firefighter a couple years before,” Gran-

bery tells. “Then I went down to Antarctica where I 

worked for 18 months doing research. After that, I 

came back and I was a sailing and a ski instructor up 

in Tahoe.”

AP Language and Composition teacher Whitney 

Grummon was 15 when she started working the first of 
several incredibly stressful jobs.

“I was a worker in the drive-thru at McDonald’s, 

a waitress in a family restaurant, a cocktail waitress 

in a college bar, a receptionist at a real estate office 
and a shipper at an L.L. Bean warehouse,” Grummon 

says.      

After a long journey of tense employments, Grum-

mon found the beginning of her path towards her real 

passion. As an aide in a special education classroom, 

she realized her true mission had always been working 

with kids.

P.E. instructor Debbie French also spent her fair 

share of time in the restaurant industry. 

“I worked as a waitress,” French informs. “I also 

worked at a Carl’s Jr. for a few months.”

But like the English teacher, she soon found a job 

that fit her best.
“I was a preschool teacher and owned my own 

daycare business,” French says. “I like kids and sports, 

so I felt like being a P.E. teacher was a good fit for me.”
Last but not least, social studies teacher Bill Schri-

er had a long, illustrious career as a lawyer.

“I had three jobs as an attorney,” Schrier explains.

As it turns out, Schrier was a Navy lawyer, a fed-

eral prosecutor and worked for a large corporate law 

firm. Before being a lawyer, he pursued a career in 
chemistry and even subbed at CHS. Three years later, 

he got the chance to teach full-time at Carmel.

“In August 2004, I was asked to be a long term sub 

in chemistry at CHS, and I fell in love with teaching,” 

Schrier comments. “I’ve been here ever since, and one 

of my regrets is that I didn’t find teaching sooner. I 
realize that my experiences have helped me with my 

teaching.”

What was the 

craziest experience 

you had 

during one of 

your jobs?



Technology is a 

wondrous thing. 

From the ma-

chines and vacci-

nations that keep 

people alive and 

healthy in hospi-

tals to the com-

puters that keep 

people informed 

and entertained, one could argue that 

today’s society would not exist without 

technology.

As wondrous as it may be, it is af-

fecting the American youth in more 

ways than we can see on the surface, 

such as changing the way we think.

Think back: When is the last time 

you saw children play pretend games or 

read a book instead of playing “Angry 

Birds” or other mobile games?

It is impossible to ignore the con-

nection that today’s youth has with 

technology. Some might call it an affin-

ity for technology; others would prefer 

to call it a dependency. 

Students of every sort carry their 

phones in their pockets almost every 

minute of the day, inseparable from the 

devices which connect them to one an-

other. With the information superhigh-

way constantly at our fingertips, argu-

ments between friends can be resolved 

within moments of dispute. Social me-

dia allows for students to connect out-

side of face-to-face contact, but as a re-

sult, social skills erode with the overuse 

of social media. 

What can you do to combat this 

change in brain wiring? Go read a paper 

book.

According to psychiatrist James 

Taylor of Psychology Today, technology 

conditions the brain to take in informa-

tion differently when reading a screen 

than just reading paper. Reading paper 

encourages the brain to be focused and 

imaginative. Reading screens, however, 

encourages the brain to scan and pro-

cess information rapidly.

Michael Rich, associate professor 

at Harvard Medical School and execu-

tive director of the Center on Media 

and Child Health in Boston, believes 

that screens are negatively rewiring our 

brain.

“Their brains are rewarded not for 

staying on task but for jumping to the 

next thing,” Rich told The New York 

Times. “The worry is that we’re raising 

a generation of kids in front of screens 

whose brains are going to be wired dif-

ferently.”

So what, exactly, does this mean?

Think of it this way: Reading a 

book is like riding a bike through a 

park, and reading a screen is like riding 

a motorcycle on a street. While the gen-

eral concept of steering and balancing is 

the same for the two mediums of travel, 

the pace of a bike in a park allows the 

rider to look around and enjoy the world 

around them. The pace of the motorcy-

cle, however, requires the reader to take 

in, analyze and act on information much 

faster than the bike. On the motorcycle, 
the rider doesn’t have the time to reflect 
on this information. 

This change in the way information 

is processed has an effect on the atten-

tion span of the brain. Reading screens 

shortens your attention span, while 

reading paper lengthens it.
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Phone addicts
CONT. FROM 1

Capano goes on to note that social 

media can influence teenage behavior 
and that attention online can feed self-

esteem. 

The CHS junior explains, “I’m an 

artist, and my social media is mostly 

filled with art, so when I make a post, I 
get excited when I see a bunch of peo-

ple liking an art piece I worked really 

hard on.” However, she reports feeling 

discouraged upon getting less attention 

than expected.

“I’ll do this petty thing where I 

look at other people’s posts, tell my-

self ‘that didn’t take a lot of effort,’ and 

wonder why they would get more likes 

than me,” the junior reflects. “I’ll come 
to the irrational conclusion that people 

just don’t like me as much and I have to 

try harder.”

The student also likens Instagram 

‘likes’ to peer approval, leading to a 

feeling of gratification due to making 
worthwhile and popular content. 

Meanwhile, a 2016 report from 

Influence Central shows that the ever-
decreasing average age for a child to get 

their first phone has fallen to roughly 
10.3. This means that, on average, chil-

dren as young as 10 years old now have 

access to social media and may be in-

creasingly susceptible to its effects. 

“I would probably wait to give my 

child a phone for a while,” says CHS 

librarian Valarie Seita, expressing that 

some parents expose their children to 

cell phones too early. “It’s a lesson in 

responsibility.” 

Likewise, a freshman boy at CHS 

recounts how getting his first phone at 
10 years old caused him to isolate him-

self from his peers.

“It used to draw me away from ex-

tracurricular activities and other experi-

ences I could’ve had,” the 

freshman reveals. 

This experience matches up with 

Capano’s definition of isolation.
“Teenagers will start sleeping 

more, watching more television and 

staying home instead of going out with 

friends like they used to,” Capano re-

marks. “Often, technology replaces that 
friendship bond.”

Some doctors and specialists, in-

cluding Dr. Pamela Rutledge in an in-

terview with DigitalTrends, argue that 

there is no age at which a child should 

receive a cell phone, and that it depends 

on the maturity of the child. 

“It has to do with the maturity of 

the child, it has to do with how the cell 

phone is being used, and it has to do 

with the parent’s ability to understand 

how the child is using the phone,” Rut-

ledge argues.

However, various studies link ear-

lier exposure to phones and the ever-

expanding world of social media with 

children becoming more susceptible to 

the effects. Earlier use of social media 

can lead to a more extensive use of vari-

ous platforms—something which has 

been linked to increased levels of anxi-

ety and depression, according to a study 

by Computers in Human Behavior. In 

this survey, 1,787 young adults were 

surveyed and asked how many social 

media accounts they frequent. In total, 

those ranging between seven and eleven 

different accounts reported greater lev-

els of depression than those reporting 

lower social media use.

The issue has not gone unnoticed 

by the teenage population. In an attempt 

to curb potential phone addictions, nu-

merous apps have been developed to 

monitor phone use, along with students 

reporting that they or their parents ac-

tively try to get them to experience a 

world outside of their phone. 

“My best method for staying off 

my phone is to occupy myself with 

other stuff like sports or hobbies to 

help distract me,” junior Ryan Stannard 

says. “If you find something you enjoy 
doing more than being on your phone, 

it’s easier to be freed from distractions.” 

Likewise, many parents of teens 

make the decision to help their children 

stay off their phones. When handling 

the relatively new problem of a phone 

addiction, parents, students and teach-

ers alike stress the importance of bal-

ancing phone time with time outside, 

time in school and time with family. 

Go read a book: How screens 

are negatively rewiring the brain 

OPINION

BY JACK CORDELL
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Of the 22,000 high schools to offer 
Advanced Placement classes last year, 

5,000 offered AP Macroeconomics and 

4,000 AP Microeconomics. 

Carmel High is not one of those 

schools. 

“I think it would be a fantastic idea 

to have AP Econ,” CHS counselor Dar-

ren Johnston says. 

“It’s one of the areas of greatest in-

terest of our students, and we don’t have 

that many advanced-level humanities 

courses.” 

In 2016, a total of 134,000 students 

took the AP Macroeconomics exam, and 

82,000 took the AP Microeconomics 

test, according to the College Board. To 

put that into perspective, 124,000 stu-

dents took the Calculus BC exam last 

year. Additionally, more schools offer 

AP Macroeconomics than AP Studio Art 

2-D, Computer Science or Human Ge-

ography.

“AP Econ would be a good addi-

tion,” says AP U.S. History and Phi-

losophy teacher Marc Stafford, one of 

multiple teachers to express interest in 

teaching an economics course. 

Many students such as Nick Doo, 

a Carmel High graduate who plans on 

studying econ when he attends U.C. 

Berkeley in January, wish they had had 

the opportunity to take an AP Econom-

ics class. 

“Economics tends to be an impact-

ed major, so offering the class may help 

provide an edge in college econ classes,” 

Doo says. “I probably would have taken 

the class over AP Biology.”

According to the College Board, AP 

Microeconomics and Macroeconomics 

are both listed as good preparatory AP 

classes for students interested in Busi-

ness Administration and Management, 

Accounting and Economics. 

College Factual claims that Busi-

ness Administration and Management is 

the most popular major in the country, 

with Accounting slotting in as the sev-

enth most sought after major, and The 

Princeton Review says that, of the top 

10 best majors for incoming freshmen, 

Business and Economics rank fourth and 

fifth respectively. 
Also, U.S. News says that of the 10 

best undergraduate majors for finding 
full-time work, Accounting is number 

one, Finance number three, Business 

Administration and Management num-

ber four and Economics number ten. 

“If people are into business degrees 

or have that interest, that’s a good lead 

in,” says current AP World History and 

AP Government and Politics teacher 

Brent Silva, “and a solid economics 

class that can carry over into college.” 

Silva is not the only AP GoPo/Hon-

ors Econ teacher who shares this opin-

ion. 

“Learning economic theory is cer-

tainly useful if you want to enter finance, 
public policy, etc.,” current AP GoPo/

Honors Econ teacher Bill Schrier says. 

“AP Micro and AP Macro would be 

good additions to the curriculum. 

Johnston estimates that about 10 to 

20 percent of students from every gradu-

ating class choose a business-, finance- 
or econ-related major. 

“Compared to students who have 

the opportunity to take one, if not two, 

AP-level econ classes,” Johnston says, 

“our students are definitely not as well 
prepared.” 

An advanced level economics 

course would not just be useful for those 

looking to go into business or econ. 

“Most AP courses are extremely 

specialized,” says Fang Tao, a senior 

looking to go into econ or finance at 
college. “However, no matter what you 

study in college, economics will always 

be important for understanding your per-

sonal finances and money in general.” 
That does not mean that the class 

would be a walk in the park. 

“Econ is tough,” Silva says. “Once 
people really get into it, it’s a difficult 
class, especially at the senior level.” 

Pacific Grove High, a public school 
that tends to offer classes similar to Car-

mel’s, does not offer an AP Economics 

class. Both AP Macro and Micro are of-

fered at Stevenson High School, a pri-

vate institution in Pebble Beach.

After spending a month in China this 

past summer conducting camps for chil-

dren housed at Sunshine Academy Zheng-

zhou and Chengdu state orphanages, Car-

mel High School travelers have opened the 

camp, Bring Me Sunshine, to all local high 

school student applicants with the goal of 

instilling a dedication to the less fortunate 

children around the globe. 

Open until the end of January, students 
have the opportunity to apply to Bring Me 

Sunshine through their website for a chance 

of securing a spot on the next group of stu-

dents, who are eager to interact with the chil-

dren of these orphanages and learn about the 

culture of this year’s location: Beijing. 

After finishing the beginning steps on 
bringmesunshine.org, applicants will have 

an interview before potentially receiving an 

acceptance letter and commitment forms. 

As spots already begin to fill, co-founder of 
Sunshine Academy Emily Yang Bauer looks 

for a dedicated group to recognize this mission as an 

ongoing, annual endeavor to bring an educational and 

supportive atmosphere to children living in these wel-

fare centers. 

“Compared to many traditional community service 

opportunities, this program is uniquely created for U.S. 

high school students to make a meaningful difference 

at their young age,” Bauer says. 

High school students practice leadership skills 

through planning group activities for orphans of differ-

ent ages and abilities in areas such as art, music, sports 

or cooking. 

“Initially, it was hard teaching kids with different 

intellectual capabilities,” sophomore Grace Dean says. 

“Learning to adapt and change our plans according to 

their special needs helped us learn how to be flexible 
when leading a group.”

If nothing else, students meet all high school com-

munity service and Presidential Service Award require-

ments through this program. 

The benefits of this service are far from limited to 
aiding the children living in the orphanages, however. 

CHS students have seen tremendous growth in their 

own lives following their involvement. 

“I got to help people from my background,” soph-

omore participant Marcus Lo says. “It helped me de-

velop as a person.”

Last year’s travelers are prepared to go back this 

summer and lead a new group of high schoolers with 

them. 

“One girl specifically reminded me of myself,” 
Dean says. “On the last day, she cried and made me 
promise to come back and see her again. I will.”

Interested students can find out more on bringme-

sunshine.org.

Community service opportunity in China open to all high school students 

BY BECCA GOREN

PHILANTHROPY

High school students pose with the Chinese orphans that they met during last summer’s community service project. 

Students and teachers weigh benefits of an AP Econ class 
EDUCATION
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Bring Me Sunshine connects high school students with orphaned children in China to educate, inspire and support 



Hundreds of people excitedly 

stomp and clap to the rhythm musical-

ly talented student Joe Johnsson strums 

out on guitar at the Shoe Game rally in 

the Carmel High School gym.

The CHS senior is a consistently 

active participant in his school’s mu-

sic department as president of Singer-

Songwriters’ Guild and a member of 

Music Student Council. The talented 

performer also proves to be a major 

musical influence in Carmel as a work-

ing musician.

One of the two equipment manag-

ers for concert band as well as a leader 

of the percussion section, Johnsson 

constantly displays a role of leadership 

in his school. 

CHS concert band and orchestra 

teacher Brian Handley takes note of 

Johnsson’s prominent role as a musical 

leader.

“He loves to contribute,” Handley 

says. “He will do whatever he needs 

to do to make things happen for other 

people, and that’s one of the things I 

love and respect about Joe. He is the 

ultimate team player.”

As president of Singer-Songwrit-

ers’ Guild, Johnsson has taken sole 

responsibility for the club after last 

year’s co-presidents graduated. 

Singer-Songwriters’ adviser and 

musician Marc Stafford has witnessed 

Johnsson’s ability to lead the club to 

flourish over the year. 
“He has really taken charge, and 

I think he has learned the challenges 

of leadership and the benefits of flex-

ibility,” Stafford says. “He has been 

growing into that position over the year 

which has been really neat to see.”

As a four-year member, Johnsson 

feels some responsibility for the club’s 

shows. 

“I feel obligated to front this club 

and make things happen,” Johnsson 

says. “I have a lot of fun stuff planned 

for this year that should leave quite the 

impact on the club.”

Outside of school, Johnsson is 
regularly working on his career as a 

musician. 

The bass player recently began 

playing upright bass as a student mem-

ber of the group of teachers playing 

bluegrass music, including his Singer-

Songwriters’ Guild adviser. 

“Joe’s chops are legit, and he is 

fun to play music with,” Stafford says. 

“He’s got a great attitude, a good hang 

and he’s super talented.”

Stafford is not alone in his praise 

for Johnsson’s talents. As the young 

musician’s musical mentor, Dennis 

Murphy believes that Johnsson is a 

natural-born musician with a wealth of 

musical tastes and knowledge.

“Joe has shown the kind of dedi-

cation that brings one to an undeniable 

level of musicianship,” Murphy says. 

“Not only has he become one of the 

best bass players in my world, but he is 

also one of the strongest singers I have 

ever met.”

Johnsson’s membership in his 

band has connected him with his com-

munity as well as his musical pursuit. 

“We have this band that gets hired 

by venues,” Johnsson says. “We get to 

play music while these people party 

and have fun, and we, as young musi-

cians, are getting to go out and learn so 

much.”
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With a bright pink hoodie and purple pants 

on, junior Blue West walks through halls flooded 
with teenagers wearing nothing but monochro-

matic Patagonia jackets and black pants.

But West isn’t the only student who dresses 

outside of the unofficial uniform of CHS students. 
Senior Hannah Ryan struts down in her camo 

cargo pants paired with a black tube top and Doc 

Martens. Meanwhile, junior Eddie Gutierrez is 

personalizing a new denim jacket, and senior 

Eva Reed is waiting to 

hear back from the many 

fashion design schools 

she has applied to. 

These four students 

are some of the most 

fashionable people on 

campus, each with their 

unique sense of style. 

If you see a tall guy 

color coordinating to 

the max or wearing as 

many colors as possible, 

you’ve spotted West, a 

Tyler, the Creator fan 

with faded blue hair—

no, it’s not because his 

name is Blue, but be-

cause in the rapper’s 

song “Where This Flow-

er Blooms,” he dares the 

listener to dye his hair 

blue. 

West reps at least 

one piece from Tyler, the 

Creator’s crazy-colorful 

brand, Golf Wang, every 

day, along with a piece 

from Tommy Hilfiger or one of his own like his 
most recent creation: pink cheetah-print shorts. 

Apart from idolizing the American rapper, West 

looks up to the feminine, yet bold style of rapper 

A$AP Rocky. But above all, West believes that 

the most valuable piece a person could wear is 

confidence
Another junior who looks up to the style of 

A$AP Rocky is Eddie Gutierrez. Although defi-

nitely not as vibrant as West’s style, Gutierrez 

describes his as a more high fashion than street 

fashion, as he shows off his Gucci watch and 

rocks his Comme de Garçons x Converse Chuck 

Taylor sneakers. 

Along with his business partner junior Itzel 

Rios-Ellis, Gutierrez is working on his company 

Eyes Wide Open, which will feature distressed, 
bleached and written on denim ranging from 

shorts and overalls to jackets. The company was 

created after Gutierrez covered his jeans with 

Frank Ocean lyrics, such as “I thought that I 
was dreaming when you said you loved me” and 

“Hide my tattoos in Shibuya,” which brought 

a lot of attention. Friends wouldn’t stop raving 

about them. 

Similarly to Gutierrez, Reed has aspirations 

of fashion design. 

“My goal is to move my way up to the design 

position for another brand,” Reed shares. “To be-

come part of the design team or even the head 

designer of Chanel, for example.” 

Reed began to love all-things fashion af-

ter watching “Project Runway” and has since 

learned to sketch designs and sew. Her style icons 

include ‘80s and ‘90s supermodel Cindy Craw-

ford along with current supermodel Gigi Hadid 

and draws inspiration from American and Italian 

Vogue as well as Comme de Garçons designer 

Rei Kawakubo. 

She hopes to follow the footsteps of Kawaku-

bo and become featured in the 2050 Met Gala, 

where her 17th-century-inspired collection, fea-

turing Renaissance-inspired dresses, will attract 

many to the art exhibition. 

BEST 
   DRESSED of the
    SCHOOL

BY JULIA SUDOL

STUDENTS

While many of his fellow members of the class 

of 2018 were anxiously cramming for the PSAT and 

trying to fit in as many AP classes as possible, current 
senior Marc Del Toro embarked on a year of travel 

with his camera and his bible in hand. 

Del Toro spent his junior year traveling with 

family and friends, taking photographs on his black-

and-white-film camera, sharing his faith and meet-
ing a diverse selection of people who influenced his 
point-of-view and attitude toward many things.

“I wandered, and I got to know other people, and 

through other people I kind of found myself,” Del 

Toro says of his time traveling in Belize, Mexico, 

Thailand, Japan and Australia. 

The CHS senior traveled independently from 

any organization that would typically take students 

abroad, enthusiastic about getting to know the most 

authentic version of each country he visited and espe-

cially interested in talking to the locals he met. 

A devoted lifelong Jehovah’s Witness, Del To-

ro’s faith has been a significant part of his life since 
childhood, and he was excited to have the opportu-

nity to spread his beliefs.

“I kind of fell in love with it,” Del Toro says. “I 

love meeting new people, teaching people, learning 

about people’s cultures and their beliefs as I try to 

share mine.”

Del Toro is well-loved on the CHS campus, 

many people noting his unique perspective and pro-

found ability to personally connect with people, both 

traits he cultivated in his time abroad. 

English teacher Mike Palshaw has known Del 

Toro since the student’s freshman year and admires 

his tenacity, curiosity and facility with words, appar-

ent since Palshaw first met him three years ago.
“I always loved having him in class just because 

his perspective was never like anybody else’s,” says 

Palshaw.

Students and teachers alike have positive opin-

ions of Del Toro, and it is clear he is held in high 

esteem by many.

“He’s a really good listener, a good conversation-

alist,” says senior Grace Heidtke, a longtime friend of 

Del Toro. “He gives incredible advice.” 

His kindness was missed on campus last year, 

but Del Toro had a positive experience abroad, and 

while there were things he missed about Carmel, he 

is glad he took a year to travel.

Del Toro’s experience has influenced him to con-

sider early graduation and take more time to work 

and travel. He is considering graduating early to trav-

el and work, possibly returning to his hometown of 

San Diego before embarking on another journey. 

Traveling not only enabled the senior to spread 

his faith and experience new cultures, but also to ex-

periment with his passion for black-and-white-film 
photography, which he hopes to pursue.

Del Toro has loved photography since taking 

his first photo class sophomore year, and photogra-

phy teacher Holly Lederle has enjoyed watching him 

progress over the years.

“His style has matured for sure,” says Lederle 

of her experience with Del Toro. “Whenever I see a 

print, I know that it’s his because he has a really dis-

tinct point of view that comes through in his work.” 

Del Toro’s time abroad also helped him learn to 

budget his money and get some real-world experience 

that many students don’t get until college or later.

“It taught me how to limit myself, like I can’t do 

everything I want to do,” Del Toro says. 

While Del Toro greatly valued this experience 

and is considering early graduation, one of the rea-

sons he is undecided about leaving is his passion for 

mock trial, which he participated in freshman year 

and again this year and says is one of the major things 

tying him to CHS.  

Back in Carmel, Del Toro continues to volunteer 

for his church, and though it is a large part of his life 

and his family, he does not let it dictate every aspect 

of his character. 

“I think he’s unique within [his faith], in that he’s 

found a way to balance his own personal identity and 

the identity of his church,” says Palshaw, who is fa-

miliar with the role religion plays in Del Toro’s life. 

Teachers and students admire Del Toro’s friend-

liness, dedication and unique perspective, and they 

recognize the ways he has grown over his year abroad 

and since freshman year.

“Intellectually and in terms of his capacity with 

language, I think he’s one of the top students on cam-

pus,” Palshaw summarizes. “In terms of potential, 

he’s off the charts.” 

Marc Del Toro: Back from abroad with new perspective 
BY ATHENA FOSLER-BRAZIL

As the sunlight wanes on a 

Saturday evening, Jacob Johnsson 

is still scaling the homemade salmon ladder in his 

backyard. The Class of 2016 CHS graduate hangs 

from the bar on the third rung, prepping to jump a 

foot up to the fourth using only his upper body. If he 

learns how to conquer this, he is one step closer to 

achieving his goal: total victory on the world’s hard-

est obstacle course.

Since it premiered in 2009, “American Ninja 

Warrior” has taken the nation by storm—the NBC-

televised four-stage obstacle course competition has 

over 5 million weekly viewers, according to Nielsen 

ratings. The course contains unique obstacles, such 

as the salmon ladder Johnsson constructed in his 

backyard, which requires contestants to move a hori-

zontal bar up a series of rungs, each a foot apart. With 

more than 70,000 applicants and training like Johns-

son’s becoming more prevalent, the possibility that 

someone in our community could end up on the show 

is growing.

With this in mind, the question has to be asked: 

Which Carmel athletes would fare the best in the 

competition?

One of the brightest prospects is CHS senior 
and rock climbing enthusiast Preston Miglaw, who 

started climbing at Sanctuary Rock Gym in Sand 

City nearly two years ago, with “Ninja Warrior” in 

the back of his mind.

“A lot of the guys who did really well were rock 

climbers,” Miglaw says. “I want to be in that kind of 

shape.”

The boulderer has surmounted climbs as difficult 
as V8, a challenge usually conquered only by those 

with years of experience. This upper-body strength 

could serve Miglaw well on obstacles such as the Ul-

timate Cliffhanger, a series of ledges just inches in 

width, which competitors must cross using only their 

fingertips as support.
Agility is clearly key to a successful run to top 

the course, and is certainly no problem for junior Jake 

Dorn. Recently seen performing standing backflips at 
Powderpuff rallies, Dorn is a standout because of his 

background in parkour and passion for the sport.

“I’ve always wanted to be on ‘American Ninja 

Warrior,’” Dorn says. 

The varsity diver explains that he has tailored his 

workout regimen to better his chances at a run on the 

course.

“I noticed that a majority of the obstacles in-

volved upper-body strength,” Dorn says, “so I do pull 

ups and handstands every day.”

Dorn makes a strong case as the best all-around 

American Ninja in Carmel: He benches nearly his 

bodyweight, runs a 5:30 mile and does yoga for 20 

minutes a day to improve body coordination. Dorn 

also has trampoline experience, which is helpful for 

obstacles like the jumping spider, where contestants 

must trampoline between two walls before making 

their way across.

While they have not expressed the same interest 

in “American Ninja Warrior” as Dorn and Miglaw, 

some other students are well-equipped to handle 

the challenges of the 

competition.

Junior Rashaan 

Ward showcased his 

agility and speed as 

a varsity receiver on 

Carmel’s football 

team this fall. As a 

sophomore, he ran an 

11.87 100-meter dash 

and had a long jump 

of 17’9. This level of 

athleticism puts him 

on par with some the 

sport’s best. His dex-

terity is matched by 

his strength—Ward 

benches an impres-

sive 170. Ward’s 

small stature may 

help him in the lat-

ter portion of the 

competition; in stage 

three, competitors must go through a stretch of four 

obstacles where their feet never touch the ground.

Of course, it’s hard to overlook the impact wom-

en have had on the competition, most notably Kacy 

Catanzaro, the only woman to complete a city finals 
course, and Jessie Graff, the only woman to complete 

stage one. These athletes have served as an inspira-

tion for women, bringing an influx of female com-

petitors to the course.

Senior Ilhara Gray is best to follow suit. Like 

Miglaw, Gray spends her time rock climbing, but fo-

cuses more on boulders outside the gym. She climbs 

a 5.11 for rope climbing and a V4 for bouldering. 

Upper-body obstacles usually serve as the bulwark 

for female competitors, but the common impediment 

is Gray’s strong suit.

Although these athletes won’t be seen on the 

small screen any time soon—the age for eligibility 

to compete is 21—through drive, dedication and ath-

letic ability, the prospects of today could be the ninja 

Local athletes prep for NBC’s “American Ninja Warrior”
BY ALEX POLETTI 

BY JACK CORDELL

Talented bass player resonates with Carmel music community 

Senior Joe Johnsson plays bass with his band of students at the Barnyard.

Senior Preston Miglaw climbs up a local rock structure in Monterey.

courtesy of PRESTON MIGLAW

courtesy of JOE JOHNSSON
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The drenched rocks of the Pacific Grove coastline 
emerge from the darkness, and a flock of Pacific loons 
fly by the cliffs of Point Pinos and Crespi Pond as they 
depart the bay and fly south. 

Nestled shortly beyond Crespi Pond, a pair of 

spotting scopes rest on the land’s edge and volunteers 

for the environmental conservation program called 

Seawatch intently gaze at the sky. Above, thousands 

of Pacific loons, surf scoters and shearwaters migrate 
overhead. 

Not only does the upwelling of the marine can-

yon and diverse kelp forests make the Monterey Bay 

unique, but it is also the site of the West coast’s only 

official bird migration monitors, Monterey Audubon 
Society’s vice president Paul Fenwick says. 

Because of the unique angle of the bay relative 

to the coastline and the predominant northeast winds, 

ocean-going bird species especially cluster near the 

Seawatch site.

“Our planet’s wildlife and ecology are chang-

ing rapidly in the face of human activities around the 

globe,” Monterey Audubon Society’s president Blake 

Matheson explains. “The program Seawatch provides 

us with the opportunity to monitor, year in and year 

out, how certain seabird populations are changing in 

response.”

Birds are an indicator species, meaning that when 

something negative in the bay or issues relating to cli-

mate change are occurring, people will notice them 

first.
“It is not doomsday, but there are so many pieces 

to this puzzle, and I think that birds are a key indica-

tor as to the healthiness of the environment,” Fenwick 

says.   

Birding in Monterey is not like it used to be. Be-

fore Seawatch was established, data such as the present 

population of Pacific loons had been only collected on 
breeding grounds. 

“Birds are a good indicator of climate change with 

shifting migrations,” Fenwick says. “Right now we are 

not even seeing a loon go by us, and by this time last 

year we were close to 50,000 birds, so once again we 

are looking at what is delaying migration and what ef-

fect does this have on the birds.”

In the last three years Seawatch was able to count 

275,000 Pacific loons migrating by the location, but 
this does not count the other 1.2 million others that are 

still out there, Fenwick explains. It is about establish-

ing a baseline of the number of birds that are actually 

out there, not to mention the opportunity to spot and 

document rarities. 

Don Roberson, author of “Monterey Birds,” was 

the first to sight the rare mottled petrel from the shore 
in California. 

“[Seawatching] gives the opportunity to see com-

pletely unexpected birds such as the mottled petrel, 

which I saw in December of 1984,” Roberson explains.

The bird breeds in New Zealand, and Roberson’s 

spotting of the bird was so significant that a nearby 
rocky point where it was spotted is named after the pe-

trel.  

Gathering population data over more than a few 

years is important because more meaningful compari-

sons can take place, and over the next decade scientists 

will be able to write more accurate papers for the com-

munity and beyond, according to the Monterey Audu-

bon Society.

This data can be used to educate the public and the 

government, and Fenwick says it can be used to guide 

future decisions regarding the placement of energy pro-

duction facilities in the bay like wind turbines, which 

could negatively impact migrating bird populations.

Unlike on land, after a bird is hit by a turbine, there 

is no visible carcass. Without a baseline of data, the 

community will lack a way of proving that the turbines 

had a serious impact on the migrating bird populations, 

according to Fenwick.  

With a baseline of data, more informed and less 

detrimental decisions will likely occur.  

“We are not against it, but what we want to do is 

establish trends and know where these birds are going,” 

the Monterey Audubon vice president says.   

It might only mean that the turbines would have 

to be shut down for a few weeks in November and De-

cember during peak migration season so that thousands 

of birds could be spared.  

It takes a lot of work to maintain a program like 

Seawatch, especially with new budget cuts. Depend-

ing on the administration, cuts in funds could further 

impede the progress of the program.  

“The changes in bird populations we witness from 

the Point over many years could well be more dramatic 

than they otherwise might have been,” Matheson says.   

Bird counter Karl Barden explains that he too has 

experienced the ramifications of federal cuts. With sig-

nificantly less money than last year, it’s been difficult 
for counters like him to find affordable housing; how-

ever, Seawatch still aspires to have monitoring sites up 

and down the West Coast. 

If you are interested in volunteering and contribut-

ing to Seawatch, Monterey Audubon Society vice pres-

ident Paul Fenwick can be reached at paulwfenwick@

gmail.com.  
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Counting birds to protect the bay and beyond
BY PASCALE MONTGOMERY

WILDLIFE

Inside the bag ban: paper, plastic or none of the above?
BY RYAN YOUNG

CONSERVATION

When consumers go to any grocery store or conve-

nience store in California, they are forced to decide if 

they want to purchase a paper bag for 10 cents of bring 

their own reusable bag. But how did this issue begin? 

Senate Bill 270 was passed on Sept. 30, 2014, ban-

ning plastic bags from most stores and creating a 10-

cent bag tax for any consumers wanting a bag. This bill 

was passed by the senate and approved by the governor 

without a single Californian voting for it.  

About two years later, Proposition 67 was put on 

the ballot to ban the sale of plastic bags and create the 

10-cent tax in all of California. The choice for voters 

was to vote yes on Proposition 67 or to vote no and 

keep Senate Bill 270, but there was no option for voters 

to remove Senate Bill 270, which they had never voted 

for. On Nov. 8, 2016, California passed Proposition 67 
and became the first state to ban the sale of plastic bags.

This new law became known as the “bag tax.” In 

order to have a bag for one’s groceries, one would have 

to pay 10 cents per bag. However, the 10 cents that 

each individual pays per bag does not go to any envi-

ronmental initiative as one might assume, but instead 

to the company required to sell the bag. As stated in the 

law, “stores are allowed to keep the resulting revenue.”  

This law created to discourage the use of paper 

bags by taxing the consumer with a 10-cent fee started 

with the classic plastic grocery bag. They were easy to 

make and cheap to produce; however, over the years 

these, plastic bags began to fill the streets and pollute 
the ocean.

One problem that plastic bags have are that they 
are not biodegradable, which means that they are un-

able to break down.  

“Plastic can do much more harm in the ecosys-

tem,” comments Joseph Mello, a chemistry and biolo-

gy teacher at Carmel High School. “It never goes away. 

It does not ‘break down’ into naturally occurring matter 

as a paper bag will.” 

“Plastic bags are also extremely light and easily 

carried and blown into the ocean where animals ingest 

them,” junior Elijah Smith says. “Although they are in-

expensive, they are not environmentally friendly. “

Surprisingly, the solution that many people believe 

solves the plastic problem—paper—is questioned by 

some. 

“In a dry landfill, paper bags don’t degrade any 
faster than plastic bags,” notes garbologist Bill Rathje, 

director of The Garbage Project, of the Archaeology 

Center of Stanford University.  “In a normal, well-run 

landfill, paper bags do not biodegrade any faster over at 
least 40 years than plastic.” 

Also, paper bags weigh roughly 10 times more 

than plastic grocery bags, which take up a lot more 

space in the landfill, according to the Grocery Industry 
Committee on Solid Waste. Paper bags easily rip and 

cannot withstand the rain. 

Paper bags were once the answer to problems with 

the plastic in the environment. But with the emergence 

of the reusable bag, paper was instantly ruled out. 

Many people go to the grocery store with their re-

usable bags now.  But how many uses of a reusable bag 

justify the environmental impact? 

According to a study done by Claire Thompson, a 

Stanford graduate, one would have to use a cotton bag 

131 times to make an environmental impact when com-

pared to plastic. Her thinking is that in order to make 

a reusable bag, it requires a lot more resources and en-

ergy than that of a thin plastic grocery bag.

A migratory surf scoter floats by the Seawatch site 
in Pacific Grove, Calif.

photo by PAUL FENWICK

courtesy of CITY OF MONTEREY
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more size and strength than last year,” assistant coach 

Hans Schmidt says.

With the raw power of both the team’s veterans 

and underclassmen, the Padres have a lot of depth and 

versatility, and the team is set to have an arsenal of 

high-performing athletes, according to Schmidt.

Going into the team’s home tournament Dec. 15-

16, they are 2-1.

GIRLS’ BASKETBALL
The fate of 

the girls’ bas-

ketball team re-

mains more in 

question.

“Our weak-

ness this year 

comes from 

being a young 

team,” says 

CHS girls’ bas-

ketball coach 

Helen Suarez. 

“This will make 

us a little inex-

perienced with 

playing at the 

varsity level, but 

with good lead-

ership and hard 

work we will get 

the job done.”

“[There’s] 

a lot of young players,” point guard Katie Godon, the 

team’s only senior, confirms. “Pre-season is going to 
be rough.”

The team’s returning members Godon, Ashley 

Langley and Soana Laulotu will be crucial in scoring 

points for the team. With all the new players, the team 

needs strong leadership in order to perform well, ac-

cording to Suarez. 

Langley scored 10 points during the Dec. 7 game 

against Santa Cruz, which the Padres lost 29-41.

“Our strategy this year is really going to empha-

size getting stops on the defensive end,” Suarez says. 

“I know we have some players that can score for us.”

Before the team’s game against Alisal on Dec. 13, 

the team was 0-3. The Padres play at Salinas on Dec. 

16.

BOYS’ SOCCER
CHS art teacher Steven Russell will be taking over 

for the team’s previous coach Artie Cairel. Russell has 

coached girls’ soccer at Seaside High for 11 years, in 

addition to volunteering for two years for CHS girls’ 

soccer.

“This being a new style of coaching, it’s going to 

be a little different,” says senior left defending mid-

fielder Carson Coppinger, “but I really appreciate the 
fact that Russell has stepped up to coach us because we 

were really struggling to find a coach this year.”
Boys’ soccer also sports a young team.

“Our goalies are either real young or inexperi-
enced, but all are willing to learn,” Russell says.

In addition, the loss of 2017 graduates Leo-Gon-

zalez Smith, Mac Coltelli and Terak Hornik could sig-

nificantly impact the team’s performance. Despite the 
loss of the graduates, the team intends to focus on the 

same general tactical strategy as last year, according to 

Russell.

After the first six games, junior Scott Tracy had the 
most goals of the team, with 8. Junior Finn Mendez had 

6 assists, and sophomore Spencer White had 7 saves.

The strategy seems to be working, as the Padres 

dominated York during the first regular-season game 
14-0. 

Going into the Dec. 12 game against San Lorenzo 

Valley, the team was 3-3. The Padres play next on Jan. 

5 against Marina.

GIRLS’ SOCCER
The girls’ soccer team lost five graduates from the 

class of 2017, who collectively won several awards in-

cluding MVP and Defensive Player of the Year, accord-

ing to coach Mucho Pefok.

“This is the first time I’ve had a really good feel-
ing about the season,” senior Jessica Purdom, a team 

captain, says.

In addition, the team welcomes exercise specialist 

Rosa Bianca as their assistant coach.

After the Scotts Valley game Dec. 7 which the Pa-

dres lost 0-4, the team was 1-3. The team’s next game is 

against Monterey at home Monday at 3:15 p.m.

WRESTLING
Wrestling has a new coach, Russell Shugars, who 

has stepped up up to replace Pete Devloninik, the 

team’s assistant coach this year.

“We had to change our old ways to [Shugars’] 

coaching style,” says senior Robbie Anderson, who’s 

wrestled on the varsity team all four years. “He’s more 

energetic, he’s more active, and he actually wrestles 

with us. It’s pretty good. I like it a lot more.”

However, the wrestling team is faced with a ma-

jority-sophomore team, featuring only one junior and 

two seniors.

“It’s going to be a building year,” Anderson says.0

The team had an explosive tournament Dec. 9 at 

the Webber Lawson Memorial Tournament, with junior 

Kurt Brophy winning first place in the 160-lb. class.

Winter Sports
CONT. FROM 1

Junior Ashley Langley dribbles 

the ball down the court at a home 
game against Aptos.

photo by QUINN SPOONER

Senior Emily Adler wrangles the ball from a North 
Salinas player at a home game which the Padres 
won 1-0.

photo by QUINN SPOONER
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In the Crossroads across from r.g Burgers 

is Carmel Poke Co., scheduled to open Dec. 

12, serving poke, buddha bowls and shoyu 

chicken with local salmon, crab and albacore, 

along with kombucha on tap, beer, wine, sake 

and other non-alcoholic beverages, while en-

tertaining with music and surf movies. 

“We are selling top-quality, healthy 

food,” Carmel Poke Co. manager Brian Gor-

rell says, “with a friendly, laidback environ-

ment.”

Gorrell’s wife and company co-owner 

Alessia Ucelli recalls that when they owned 

Banzai Sushi Bar in Haleiwa, Hawaii, the 

family often ate poke bowls at work. 

“Poke bowls are what we used to eat ev-

ery day at the restaurant as the employees’ 

meal, and I was never healthier than when I 

was under the poke diet,” Ucelli recounts.

Gorrell mentions that Banzai Sushi Bar 

was the first sushi bar on the northshore of 
Hawaii.

“We sold it in 2009 when we moved to 

Carmel, and it is still operating as one of the 

most popular restaurants there to this day,” 

Gorrell reflects.
Poke Lab, another Poke restaurant in 

Monterey County, was formerly the closest 

poke restaurant for Carmel residents. Gorrell, 

who lives in Carmel, soon realized that a poke 

restaurant in Carmel was in high-demand and 

decided to open up a new poke restaurant 

more accessible to the residents of Carmel. 

“We live in Carmel, and it didn’t take 

long after our first experience at this new-
style poke restaurant to realize that we need-

ed one of these on this side of the hill,” Gor-

rell says. “We decided we should probably 

get back in the game.”

Gorrell’s family owns Carmel Sea Har-

vest, a local restaurant and fish market that 
will be providing supplies for Carmel Poke 

Co. 

“They are a top-notch seafood market 

who deal with the freshest, best quality fish 
and local produce,” Gorrell says. 

Ucelli explains that she has a love for 

seafood, and hopes for Carmel Poke Co. to 

pose as a healthy option for a quick lunch 

and dinner. She explains that customers can 

create their own poke bowls, along with the 

option to choose poke bowls from a conven-

tional menu such as The Lake Pacific Local, 
which combines local crab, salmon, albacore 

and tuna. 

“I felt that there was a demand in our 

area for quick health food without having the 

hassle of sitting and dining like in a sit down 

restaurant,” Ucelli mentions.

Caue Marques, Ucelli and Gorrell’s son 

and a junior at Carmel High school, shares 

his excitement for getting his first job at Car-
mel Poke Co. and for his parents in the open-

ing of their restaurant. 

“It’s good food with lots of fresh poke 

and a nice laidback environment,” Marques 

says.

Gorrell hopes to provide healthy food to 

the community and looks to create a happy 

atmosphere for both the customers and em-

ployees. 

Carmel Poke Co. is open Monday 

through Sunday from 11 a.m. to 8 p.m.

Brace yourselves, Carmel: Poke is coming
BY ASHA JOHNSTON 

FOOD

photo by ALESSIA UCELLI

A poke bowl made by Alessia Ucelli with avocado, fresh fish, seaweed, 
shredded carrots, cucumbers and rice.

OPENING SOON

108 MID VALLEY CENTER
CARMEL, CA 93923

CARMEL MID VALLEY

VIS IT US TODAY

2 VÍA JOAQUIN
MONTEREY, CA 93940

MONTEREY

1 375 CarmelValleyDentist.com

OPENING SOON
HEALTH  WELLNESS  DENT I STRY

SERVING CARMEL & MONTEREY SINCE 2008
Eric Brown, DDS proudly offers our patients gentle, professional, dental care in 

a friendly environment using the latest in advanced dental technology, 

diagnostic tools and restorative techniques. In our practice we believe every 

patient is unique and deserves personalized attention with an assessment of all 

aspects of their oral health. Your experience is top priority and we strive to 

customize your visit to ensure total comfort and satisfaction. Our mission is to 

leave every patient feeling educated, cared for and empowered. 
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Former Carmel High School student Gracie Bal-

istreri stars in and directs an original Christmas play, 

“Christmas Ghosts of 1944,” written by her mother 

Kelly Balistreri, in a performance with dancing, sing-

ing and acting from local talents presented at three lo-

cations in Monterey County through Dec. 16.

A sophomore at Monterey Peninsula College, 

Balistreri portrays the younger version of Joy, a ma-

jor character in the production. The younger Balistreri 

aided her mother starting in early November by helping 

direct the play.

Gracie and her mother are working with Marina 

Sings and the Forest Theatre Guild, who each asked 

Gracie’s mother to write the Christmas play for 2017.

“There are a lot of play-within-play moments,” the 

playwright says. “One of the overarching pieces of in-

spiration for ‘Christmas Ghosts of 1944’ is a short es-

say by Charles Dickens called ‘What Christmas Means 

as we Grow Older.’”
The play was also influenced by “It’s a Wonderful 

Life” and “A Christmas Carol,” comparing the main 

character, George, to both George Bailey and Ebenezer 

Scrooge.

George, played by Carmel Middle School teacher 

Patrick Stadille, is an elderly veteran living in a nursing 

home. The play centers on how he constantly watching 

movies and during certain scenes is pulled back into 

memories of past Christmases. The play starts with 

memories of George’s friend Anthony, portrayed by 

CHS student Sam Saulnier.

“My mom and I love the idea that we’re all very 

influenced by movies,” Gracie says, “and we find that 
when we’re talking daily, we are constantly pulling 

movie quotes subconsciously, and movies are just such 

a big part of our lives.” 

Gracie’s character Joy is introduced through a 

swing-dancing scene portraying the start of a United 

States Officers’ dance after George watches a clip of 
the popular Christmas movie “Home Alone.”

“The backstory you don’t see, that you can really 

just assume, is that Joy and Anthony have grown up 

with each other, and George as well,” Balistreri says. 

“George and Anthony have known each other since 

kindergarten.”

The swing scene is Gracie’s shining moment in 

center stage, which she shares with Saulnier, and was 

choreographed by Kieri Coombs. 

The play opened Dec. 2 at the First Church of God 

in Pacific Grove and had two performances at the Car-
mel Youth Center.

“We wanted to bring the show to the community 

because it’s Christmastime, and it’s a family show, and 

all the proceeds go to charity, specifically the Thomas 
Carmen Food Pantry,” Gracie says.

“Christmas Ghosts of 1944” has two more evening 

performances at 7 p.m. at the Epiphany Lutheran and 

Episcopal Church in Marina on Dec. 15 and Dec. 16. 

Tickets are $10, available online at brownpapertickets.

com and at the door. 

Actor-director takes center stage in production
BY AVA CRAWFORD

THEATER

Carmel scenery and atmosphere draws in artists 
BY ATHENA FOSLER-BRAZIL

Carmel-by-the-Sea is world-re-

nowned for its great natural beauty, pic-

turesque cottages, tree-lined streets and 

luxury vacation homes, hotels and golf 

courses. But what drew local artists like 

Will Bullas and Jan Wagstaff here years 

ago was the distinctive artistic commu-

nity of the Peninsula and the creativ-

ity the town has fostered since the early 

1900s.

After the great San Francisco earth-

quake and fire of 1906, many of the art-
ists and poets working in the city moved 

away to settle in Carmel. Drawn by the 

natural beauty and quiet of the penin-

sula, Carmel-by-the-Sea quickly became 

an artistic community, and the Carmel 

Art Association, now located on Dolo-

res and 6th in Carmel-by-the-Sea, was 

established a few decades later in 1927. 

A long-time member and now vice-

president of the CAA, local artist Jan 

Wagstaff came to Carmel looking for a 

place to reflect and develop her personal 
style, and though she was planning on 

staying only six months, she has now 

been living in Carmel for over 30 years. 

“It’s quiet, it’s easy, I like to walk, 

look, hear, think,” Wagstaff says. “For 

me and my work, it was just kind of the 

perfect place.”

This is a relatively common story, 

and while Wagstaff says many people 

don’t come to Carmel to specifically 
search the area’s art, they all discover it 

and end up staying for the same reasons. 

Will Bullas, president of the Carmel 

Arts Association, came to Carmel with 

his wife from the Brooks Institute of 

Fine Arts in Santa Barbara; he quickly 

became involved in the arts community 

in the town, making numerous artistic 

friends and finding the community to be 
quite welcoming. 

Monterey Peninsula’s appeal to cre-

atives applies to aspiring and younger 

artists as well, and people of all ages are 

drawn to the picturesque coastline. 

Lexie Hunt, a former CHS student 

and current assistant curator at the Mon-

terey Museum of Art, speaks positively 

of her experience as an artist in Mon-

terey. 

“There are tons of galleries and 

shops in our area that display and sell lo-

cal artwork, as well as a few great local 

organizations that support and promote 

young artists,” Hunt says. 

Carmel Art Association employee 

and California-native Sally Aberg wor-

ries that the cost of living on the Pen-

insula is too high for young artists to 

survive on and that Carmel risks losing 

some of its creativity if things continue 

this way. 

“It is next to impossible for a ‘starv-

ing, aspiring artist’ to remain living 

here, studying art, making art and rely-

ing solely on this for their living,” Aberg 

says. “It grieves me that this original art-

ist colony of yesteryear no longer sup-

ports young artists striving to earn their 

keep from creative expression and artis-

tic productivity.”

Monterey Peninsula’s history of art 

is rich and extensive and has been influ-

enced by numerous other movements on 

the Peninsula and country-wide. 

The CAA was created by a small 

group of artists who gathered in Car-

mel and established an association to 

promote art and cooperation in the com-

munity, as well as to secure a permanent 

gallery space. The first gatherings of the 
art association were at “Gray Gables,” 

the home of artists Josephine Culbertson 

and Ida Johnston.

The association was heavily in-

fluenced by the Carmel Development 
Company, which aimed specifically to 

construct lots af-

fordable to artists, 

writers and musi-

cians in order to 

cultivate an ar-

tistic community 

in Carmel. The 

creation of an art 

community was 

also aided by the 

Del Monte Hotel, 

which opened an 

art gallery in 1907, 

just a year after 

the San Francisco 

earthquake and the 

flood of artists to 
the peninsula. 

The artists 

brought a variety 

of styles ranging 

from realism and 

traditionalism to 

modernism, with 

movements span-

ning California 

Colorist, California Impressionism and 

Plein Air. The majority of works pro-

duced in these Carmel styles were of 

coastal scenes and landscapes, both of 

which continue to be prevalent subject 

matter for California artists. 

The CAA struggled in its first years 
of conception, and suffered even more 

when the Great Depression struck, and 

though the gallery space was closed for 

a time, the association never closed its 

doors. 

Later, the opening of the naval base 

Fort Ord brought many families to the 
Peninsula and kept generations of peo-

ple there, many of whom were drawn to 

the CAA. 

Decades later, the association is one 

of the oldest non-profit art co-ops in the 
country, and still has a great impact on 

the community; they have fostered some 

extremely prestigious talents, some of 

whom have been recognized nationally 

as well as locally, including Armin Han-

sen and Salvador Dali. 

Carmel continues to foster artists 

from the San Francisco Bay Area and 

Southern California, artists who are at-

tracted by the slower pace of the Penin-

sula. Aberg came from Berkeley in the 

‘90s in search of peace and quiet, and 

found it in Pacific Grove, where she and 
her husband settled. 

Wagstaff notes that Carmel is a safe 

and welcoming environment, where cre-

ativity is easy and opportunities abound. 

“I think there are a lot of opportuni-

ties to show one’s work,” Wagstaff says. 

“There are a lot of places where you can 

work safely.”

Carmel Art Association vice president Jan Wagstaff is 
inspired by the natural beauty of Carmel, which is featured 
heavily in her work.

COMMUNITY

Joy (Gracie Balistreri) and Anthony (Sam Saulnier) 
at the USO dance during the swing scene.

Photo by KELLY BALISTRERIphoto by KELLY BALISTRERI

‘Christmas Ghosts of 1944’ playing in Monterey through Dec. 16

courtesy of JAN WAGSTAFF
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Local ballet company unwraps inaugural ‘Nutcracker’
DANCE

BY SOPHIA BURAGLIO 

The swirling snowflakes and waltzing flowers of 
Tchaikovsky’s “The Nutcracker” are an international 

hallmark of the holidays. This winter, a new produc-

tion of the ballet is coming to Carmel.

Monterey Peninsula Ballet Theatre, a nonprofit 
founded this year, will be presenting its inaugural per-

formance of “The Nutcracker,” featuring an entirely lo-

cal cast that includes several CHS students, at the Sun-

set Center on Dec. 15-16 at 7 p.m. and Dec. 17 at 2 p.m.

“It really is so special, what we’re able to put on-

stage—and to think, it’s only people who are under the 

age of 19 who are dancing onstage,” Carmel senior 

Natalie Lobo says.

Lobo began dancing at age 3 and performed in her 

first “Nutcracker” when she was 7. This year, she is the 
Sugar Plum Fairy, as well as one of Clara’s friends. 

“I’ve put a lot of work into it,” says Lobo, who 

asserts that the entire cast and community have been 

extremely dedicated to putting on the performance. “I 

think it’s the hardest I’ve ever worked for something. I 

can truly say that.” 

Parents and dancers alike are pitching in to help 

with all aspects of the show.

“We’re all working together,” Lobo says. “On Sat-
urdays and Sundays we’re all in the studio and people 

are doing waltz while the snow [dancers] are rhineston-

ing the waltz tutus. It’s just honestly such a community 

effort, and we all work so hard together, and I think we 

all want [‘Nutcracker’] to happen so badly.”

Freshman Skye Burttschell also performed in “The 

Nutcracker” for the first time at age 7. He has performed 
the role of Fritz four times and this year is taking on the 

role of the eponymous Nutcracker. He credits the show 

as having kick-started his love of dance.

“I used to always love acting, but once I tried out 

for ‘The Nutcracker,’ I loved the dance and being able 

to tell a story without talking, showing emotions with-

out words,” Burttschell says. 

He and Lobo agree that Tia Brown, executive and 

artistic director of MPBT, plays a large role in inspir-

ing students and helping them reach their full potential 

as dancers. Brown is dedicated to ensuring the newly 

founded ballet theater provides a welcoming environ-

ment for children of all ages, along with quality dance 

instruction.

“It is very inclusive of all, and exclusive of none,” 

Brown says. “There has been no child turned away for 

any rhyme or reason.”

Another key aspect of the MPBT mission is to cre-

ate an atmosphere where students can be exposed to art 

forms besides dance, thereby fostering an arts appre-

ciation that transcends one’s own personal expertise. 

“That is our primary focus and goal: to make sure 

that youth are not just focused on their one area of arts 

and dreams, or none of the performing arts, but to…

infiltrate each other’s genre of art and bring them to-

gether in collaboration,” Brown says. 

Monterey Peninsula Ballet Theatre also has a 

strong focus on arts outreach. 

According to Lobo, “Nutcracker” dancers have 

spent every weekend since early November visiting as-

sisted living facilities, performing selections from the 

show for senior citizens. Additionally, Brown explains, 

the cast scheduled a show on the morning of Friday’s 

performance for underserved students in the area, who 

might not otherwise have opportunities to see high-lev-

el arts performances. Lobo states that this performance 

is the one that she has looked forward to the most.  

Brown asserts that she is looking forward to many 

future Monterey Peninsula Ballet productions and is 

excited to be working with a team of people who are 

equally dedicated to the nonprofit’s mission. 
“Eventually we want to be able to offer more op-

portunities for children to grow through arts perfor-

mances and these types of experiences,” Brown says. 

“And at the rate we’re going, I’m pretty sure we’ll suc-

ceed with our dream in the next few years.”

MPBT’s Nutcracker (freshman Skye Burttschell) 
poses with the Mouse Queen (Sophie Knight).

Senior Natalie Lobo shines as the Sugar Plum Fairy.

photo by KAVAN LAKE photo by KAVAN LAKE



Approximately one year after the highly publi-

cized reveal by reality star Kim Kardashian-West that 

Taylor Swift had lied about her knowledge of a contro-

versial lyric written by Kardashian’s husband Kanye, 

Taylor Swift has encapsulated her newfound image of 

a controversial figure in the music world on her latest 
release, “Reputation.”

 Embracing all criticisms launched at her over the 

last 12 months, Swift mixes her intrinsic lyrics about 

love with criticism of the media that translates well 

into intense beats that mark a departure from Swift’s 

old works and help represent her new jaded image. The 

album opened with one and a half million copies sold, 

a career-high for Swift and the highest debut for an al-

bum since Adele’s “25,” and the second-highest in his-

tory for a female artist.

 The album is comprised of 15 tracks, all self-writ-

ten by Swift and produced by flagship producers Max 
Martin and Shellback, with additional production by 

long-time collaborator Jack Antonoff.

The Antonoff-produced tracks generally stick out 

more than the others, including some of her best-ever 

tracks and fan-favorites, “Getaway Car” and “New 

Year’s Day.”

  Swift’s typical lyrical excellence shines through 

on “I Did Something Bad,” along with a self-confes-

sion that her newly-tarnished reputation is “the most 

fun I’ve ever had.” The chorus arrives in a fiery explo-

sion of gunshots, chants and sharp production. Swift 

incorporates the imagery of a witch hunt into the lyrics 

with the phrase “they’re burning all the witches even if 

you aren’t one.” and eventually re-

lates the lyric back to her, with the 

climax of the song being her sing-

ing “so, light me up.”

 The album continues on with 

“Don’t Blame Me,” including a 

stomping, Hozier-inspired chorus, 

along with a strong baseline and ex-

plosive sound. Even in the acapella 

segment in the final chorus, Swift’s 
layered vocals stick out. The vocal 

layering continues on “Delicate,” 

which opens with an Imogen Heap-

like use of a vocoder to create a 

unique sound that prevails through-

out the track.

 The second half of the album 

proves equally as strong as the 

first, with its most notable track be-

ing “Getaway Car,” a track with a 

chorus that calls back to previous 

works by Swift, while also invok-

ing great aspects of tracks from art-

ists like Lorde and Lana Del Rey, 

two artists Swift has praised. The 

song is notably the only single track 

on the album to focus on a breakup, with Swift deliver-

ing narrative-style lyrics in which the “getaway car” 

serves as a metaphor for leaving one’s lover, in this par-

ticular case for another man.

 Swift writes about her three-way feud with the 

Kardashian-West clan on “This is Why We Can’t Have 

Nice Things,” a comedically written track that empha-

sizes Swift’s view of her feud with the Kardashian-

West family as childish.  

 The album wraps up with “New Year’s Day,” a 

much-needed, subdued piano track which shows that 

Swift, who spent the last 14 tracks spiting her enemies, 

praising her new lover or both, still has facets of her 

old self intact and that, despite what some lyrics may 

imply, the old Taylor is not dead.
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Taylor Swift embraces her ‘reputation’ with new album
BY KYLIE YEATMAN

REVIEW

Taylor Swift’s sixth album, “Reputation,” delivers classic T Swift vibes.

courtesy of Big Machine Records

Society has 

always been mor-

bidly fascinated 

with the end of the 

world.  

How would 

I do in an apoca-

lypse? Would I 

live? Would any of the people I care 

about survive?

We see on television and other me-

dia an exploration of complex moral 

problems, while at the same time look-

ing at the struggles and tragedies that 

befall the main characters. People die, 

families are separated, and everybody 

loses someone they care about.

Well, all of this ultimately avoid-

able. If you take these tips, you and 

your family can remain relatively safe 

in the oncoming nuclear Armageddon, 

possible zombie apocalypse or eventual 

breakdown of government. 

First off, stockpile everything—I 

mean everything. Food, water and gas 

will all be valuable commodities when 

we fall into chaos. Take advantage of 

holiday sales and get to couponing to 

save some money when you’re getting 

all those delicious life-saving food-

stuffs. I hear Target’s groceries section 

always has deals on the best products, 

but if you’re strapped for cash, head on 

over to Grocery Outlet Bargain Market, 
the one-stop-shop for okay food at ex-

cellent prices. 

Remember a vital part of this: Shar-

ing in the wastelands is an excellent way 

to run out of resources quickly. Sharing 

is caring, but be selective about it. There 

will be no room for charity when society 

collapses around us. 

Provisions are only half the battle 

when the end comes, though, so your 

next step should be protection. If you 

genuinely want to live and thrive in the 

desolate hellscape that earth will be-

come, you’ll need to defend your loved 

ones at any cost: guns, knives, pointy 

sticks and all manner of blunt objects 

will do. 

If your goal is not to get eaten, 

maimed, robbed or corpsed, then get 

some protection—fortify your house or 

designated apocalypse stronghold with 

plywood and scrap metal from the Mari-

na dump and get to living out your days 

as a survivor.

Thanks to lax gun laws here in the 

U.S., stockpiling guns and ammunition 

is easier than ever! Survival will be a 

breeze if you follow these tips.

Now, if a lone wolf thing is more 

your speed, you won’t have to do any of 

this. As a solo wanderer, you will need 

very minimal provisions. Walk, drive or, 

heck, even ride a horse. It’s the end. Go 

wild, live a little! 

Wandering from place to place may 

be dangerous, but definitely more fun 
than being stuck with family while ev-

erything crumbles around you. 

Whatever situation you find your-

self in you will need basic survival 

skills. Building fires, building shelters 
and foraging for food are all critical 

skills if you want to survive the end of 

the world. Learning all these skills can 

be a hassle, but worth it.

According to The Backpacker, a 

hiking-outdoor-survival magazine, the 

top three bugs to catch and eat if you’re 

in a survival situation are all pretty com-

mon: grasshoppers, ants and termites. 

All three of these bugs are easy to catch 

and high in protein, so no need to worry 

about starving.

Whether you are wandering the big 

empty in your modified V8 interceptor 
or held up in an impregnable bomb shel-

ter, these tips are sure to help you live 

through any apocalyptic catastrophe. 

Happy holidays, and good luck in 

the nuclear winter.

Apocalypse when? Apocalypse now! Can you survive?
BY ARCHER MICHAELS

OPINION

Playlist of the Month

It is non-denominational holiday season once again, my dear audience. The 
air is cool, the plants are dying, and the year seems to be winding down—for now 
at least. Now I invite you to please kick back in warm blankets or huddle near the 
fire for this month’s playlist. Think of it as my gift to you, so don’t expect anything 
else this year, you greedy child. Anyway, please enjoy this gift-wrapped, curated 
playlist of my personal favorites. 

We begin with the White Stripes song “Little Acorns,” a chilling and exuber-
ant song with an infectious guitar riff that will get stuck in your head. Moving 
along, we find ourselves in the sound of Black Sabbath’s “N.I.B,” a song that is 
near to my heart for many reasons. Next, we have the Red Hot Chilli Peppers 
“Slow Cheetah,” a nice, melodic, acoustic journey. We then will find ourselves 
enthralled with Queens of the Stone Age’s “My God is The Sun,” an awesome 
song by one of my personal favorite bands. Winding the playlist down is the Pix-
ies’ “Indie City” from their album of the same name. Now at the closing of this 
merry little playlist is “Cold, Cold, Cold” by Cage the Elephant, a song as chilling 
as the winter air. 

This playlist is sure to have you rocking and rolling all around the totally reli-
giously unaffiliated pine tree that may be sitting in your front room. Cheers. - DJ 
Archer Michaels 
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Dear gingerbread-
latte-drinkers and Nov. 
24 decorators, 

Your beloved Dec. 
24 is just as average 
as Dec. 21 and Jan. 4. 
Your year-long display 

of Christmas lights cannot dim the sor-
row that is your sad life—you’re fooling 
no one. 

Yours truly,

The Grinch

P.S. There’s so much more. 

Every year, lots accumulate thousands 

of now-dead trees across the country. We 

groom trees like we groom animals, rais-

ing them for the sole purpose of human 

benefit as to one day kill them. That’s what 
we humans call the “Christmas spirit.” 

Once you have effectively stolen a 
tree of its existence, the family fun may 

begin. We decorate the corpses as if to 

mask the crime scene taking place in our 

own homes. How ironic that such death 

is presented and decorated in our living 

rooms. 

If not for lazy humans, we may not 

have been left with such a grave disaster 

on our hands, but alas, laziness and ig-

norance persist. Christmas lights frame 

homes and trees as if the light masks the 

dark, grim corporate hell-hole that is the 

holiday season. December passes. Janu-

ary passes. March, April, May, June. Your 

lights have been up for a damned decade. 

Reaching the halfway mark, they are left 

up for the next year...and the next. 

Electricity is poured into insignificant 
bulbs lying in a single file line atop the 
roof. Rockefeller Center and even down-

town Carmel light their trees behind naive 

smiles and hot cocoa-warmed fingertips.
While effectively burning our retinas 

watching a man flip a switch to illuminate 
a decorated, dead tree, the music drowns 

our ears with every different rendition of 

“Have Yourself a Merry Little Christmas.” 

Yes, “Santa Claus is Coming to Town” 

on this very “White Christmas” as “The 

Little Drummer Boy” watches “The Last 

Christmas” on a “Silent Night” as we all 

spend the wee hours of the evening “Rock-

in’ Around the Christmas Tree.” And I tell 

ya Jack Frost is nipping at somethin’ al-

right. 

Humans are masking their sorrow 

with nutmeg and candy canes. It’s time 

to own up to the fact that Dec. 24 doesn’t 

make your problems disappear. Throw on 

a Santa hat and do some damn work to 

make your life less pitiful. 

The holiday season brings fake cheer, 
overplayed songs and absurd drinks 

OPINION

BY BECCA GOREN 

Kristen Anderson
sophmore

Theo Colon
junior

Questions:
1. What’s your favorite part about winter break?
2. What’s the coolest place you’ve ever visited?
3. Who’s someone you look up to on campus?
4. What would you do with a million crawfish?
5. What’s your favorite way to show school spirit?

Mahayla Cochrane 
senior

1. my sister is coming home!

2. Seattle

3. Sarah Movahedi

4. sell them and make some money 

5. attending sporting events

1. no school

2. Niagara Falls

3. my teachers

4. give them to someone else

5. wearing my CHS sweatshirt

1. sleeping in

2. Temple #5 in Guatemala

3. Jacob Matiyevsky

4. let them climb over my hands

5. be engaged in school activities
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Something has been compelling me to vacate school 
earlier as of late, to promenade between classes sedately 
and to simply lack in enthusiasm during school. This dis-
ease had caught on to me early; I was acculturated to walk-
ing aimlessly during class my sophomore year, and I might 
say I’m quite talented at that. I’m speaking, of course, of 
senioritis, something inexplicably ubiquitous through all 
senior classes, an insufficiency of inspiration that plagues 
the grade. There is no cure except graduation, and there 
are those still that fail to slip through its grasp in life. And 
while it may seem harmless, its effects are appreciably dis-
cerned when one has college essays to procrastinate, tests 
not to study for, homework that needn’t be finalized, and 
rants that need to be postponed. And while the workload 
of most seniors is diminutive, senioritis facilitates any work 
into being monstrously daunting, the completion of which 
is to sacrifice life itself—social, of course—for a simple 
grade. The expectations set upon us are insurmountable, 
our lives hanging by threads orchestrated by our teachers 
to set us into entanglement. What happened to individual 
testing days for subjects, might I ask? If I have a “quiz” 
in both Calc AB and BC on the same day as a Bio “quiz” 
that corresponds with a GoPo “quiz” and 
a Lit reading “quiz” and a delightful APES 
“quiz,” I am rather inclined not to study for 
any of them in turn of getting proper sleep, 
because more sleep is always the answer, 
especially if you know nothing of what is 
going to be “quizzed” on the next day. But 
do not be tricked, fellow classmen, by the 
word “quiz” because it is a lie. Quizzes are 
an evasion tactic of teachers. They will 
destroy you and have been the bane of 
my existence this year. Senioritis has a 
way of influencing the mind into believing 
that there is a solution to anything, always 
somehow lacking any real solving of the 
issue. Not going to school means not hav-
ing to take the test, not studying means 
more sleeping, not listening means more 
thinking, not sleeping means more fun, 
not doing homework means more time. 

Whatever it means, it is completely 
justified, all thanks to senioritis.

The thoughts that haunt 
the blond boy OBJECTION

 to the fact that, even in 2017, we still live in a patriarchy. I know 
that we’ve made progress over the years, but it hasn’t been enough. 
Yes, we were just 38 electoral votes from having our first female 
president, and I understand that more women go to college than 
men, but all that is irrelevant, and here’s why: pockets. Women’s 
clothing does not have pockets. This issue is one of, if not the 
most, overlooked problems in our political climate today, and it 
has gone completely and utterly ignored. I don’t see Sanders, War-
ren, McConnell or the president bringing it up. In fact, it has be-
come so entrenched into our patriarchal ideas that not even the 
Green Party will touch it. Even as a full supporter of equality for 
women, as a man, I can never understand the true gravity of this 
travesty. I just hope that, one day, our children, our grandchildren 

Students complain in an organized fashion

or even our great-grandchildren will be judged by the 
contents of their pockets, not whether or not 

they have them. 
- IAN GEERTSEN

the p in polo. The worst part is that these uneducated fools re-
fuse to use the correct abbreviation for the sport: WAPO. This 
is the correct abbreviation, and most importantly, it actually 

there isn’t. The po makes sense, because there is an o after 

makes sense. So for all the illiterate swine that say WOPO 
instead of WAPO, please learn how to contain your lack of 

ever. Saying WOPO means that you believe that there is 
an o in the word water. Just to let you degenerates know, 

education and not force it onto the student body 
just because you think WOPO sounds better than 

half-assed abbreviation for the respectable sport of 
water polo. It doesn’t make any sense, none whatso-

WAPO. Also, I will definitely not see you at the 

to every person who dares to use WOPO as a 
OBJECTION 

WAPO game! - GABE MARTIN

About the author: James Delehanty 

is a proud graduate of the Mike Pal-

shaw Teacher’s Assistant program 

at CHS. He shares his newfound 

wisdom with the public. Enjoy. 

OPINION
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Sagittarius: Nov. 22 - Dec. 21

I’m sure you realize by now that you’re the most 
underappreciated sign. I have to google your sign 
to check how many G’s and T’s there are. Make 
the people remember your consonants this month.

Capricorn: Dec. 22 - Jan. 19

Yo yo yo ma capricorns! We see tragedy in your 
future. I thought that beginning would kind of 
lighten the mood a bit, but now I’m not so sure. 
The planets didn’t tell us just how tragic. We’re 
talking a range from, like, losing a sock to a vio-
lent death or something. Bonne chance!

Aquarius: Jan. 20 - Feb. 19

So, hear us out: start collecting paper clips. 

Pisces: Feb. 19 - March 19

All I can say this month is to watch out for any 
location with a water-themed name. Pebble 
Beach, Carmel-By-The-Sea—it’s all off-limits to 
you, lest you want everyone to see your gills.

Aries: March 20 - April 20

Hot-headed bull, we recommend taking it down 
approximately thirty notches as you enter the holi-
day season. Sit down, perhaps with an iced pep-
permint mocha, and re-evaluate your life.

Taurus: April 21 - May 21

The stars this month are thinking, like, “What 
would happen if we just gave some really frickin’ 
bad advice just to see what would happen?” I 
have journalistic integrity or whatever, so I don’t 
dare relay any messages that aren’t made for the 
sole purpose of your day-to-day happiness…. 
Don’t believe me? Go buy a puppy. There’s a 50 
percent chance that’s gonna blow up in your face. 

Gemini: May 22 - June 22 
The stars recommend you invest in something 
relating to miniature French bulldogs this month. 
Just because. 
 

Cancer: June 23 - July 23

Ifyay igpay atinlay isyay otnay ouryay ingthay, 
iyay extendyay ymay eepestday apologiesyay 
ecausebay isthay isyay oinggay otay ebay ood-
gay. Ouyay illway indfay ovelay isthay onthmay. 
Ovelay andyay ealthway. Andyay appinesshay. 
Andyay ouryay inskay isyay oinggay otay ustjay 
owglay. 

Leo: July 24 - Aug. 24 
Le-oh no, it’s gonna be a perilous month for you, 
girl! Or boy. Or person. Look, the stars are an 
equal-opportunity bunch, and you can’t blame 
them. When they showed me your fate, I realized 

that sometimes, all you can do is say, “Yikes!” and 
move on. 

Virgo: Aug. 24 - Sept. 22 
Be loud with your praise and appreciation this 
month, Virgo. Be loud with very little else, 
though. There is a time to speak. A time to not. A 
time for every purpose under the heaven! Al-
right, that one wasn’t so much the planets’ words. 
Oops. It’s all kind of a mess up here. Envision the 
North Pole around this time. It’s all one and the 
same. 

Libra: Sept. 23 - Oct. 22

You’re the exotic type. You’re probably just one 
confirm-purchase-button click away from buying 
one-way tickets to Malaysia as I talk to you right 
now. The stars are imploring me to beg you to 
think about your actions, for once. Please. For all 
of our sakes.  

Scorpio: Oct. 23 - Nov. 21

You are going to find the love of your life this 
month. Everyone around you is going to show 
you the appreciation you deserve. Things are re-
ally gonna start falling into place. You are going 
to have a crap-ton of homework. Oops, that last 
one was actually true. Heyo! Chill. It’ll be fine. 

\

I have been a voracious reader for most of my 

life, constantly pushing away my upcoming assign-

ments in order to spend an inordinate amount of 

time with a book. In order to share some of my fa-

vorite new books with you, I’ll be writing some re-

views every month. Happy reading!

“Little Heaven” by Nick Cutter 

When I picked up this 486-

page horror thriller from Gallery 

Books, I had high hopes. What 

I found here left me a little sur-

prised, but pleased at the same 

time. 

“Little Heaven” is the story of 

three hired killers who accept a 

job investigating a cult, although 

they end up in way over their heads when the devil 

comes to walk the Earth. I particularly loved the 

opening and the introduction of each character. 

As I started working through the book I came 

to a realization: “Little Heaven” is neither wholly a 

horror story nor a western, but a mixture of the two. 

Fans of both Stephen King and Quentin Tarantino 

will be able to get behind “Little Heaven” and its cast 

of roguish gunslingers fighting evil.
However, I did have a few problems with the 

book; despite the book being advertised as a horror 

story, I never felt remotely scared during my read-

through. In fact, the narrative structure actively kills 

the book’s tension. Additionally, it feels like Cutter 

has simply taken “It” and “The Gunslinger,” two of 

Stephen King’s classics, and stitches them together. 

“Turtles All the Way Down” by 

John Green

Green’s latest book meets all 

the expectation of a John Green 

book: witty dialogue seasoned 

with countless pop-culture refer-

ences and a teen romance that’s a 

little unrealistic, but a good story 

all the same. 

“Turtles” tells the story of 

Aza, a severe germaphobe, and her best friend as 

they navigate both high school and their own love-

lives. 

Despite possessing other subplots, the core of 

the story tells a really touching story of both living 

with and triumphing over mental illness. 

I went into this book wanting to hate it, but it 

honestly made me change my mind. Despite being 

familiar with Green’s style I was both surprised and 

pleased with how he handles Aza’s affliction. I don’t 
know how realistic the depiction is, but it made me 

reconsider mental illness. The characters are also 

complex, real people that make the book a pleasure 

to read. 

“Turtles All the Way Down” is from Penguin 

Random House and comes in at 286 pages.

“Walkaway” by Cory Doctorow

I was enthralled when I first 
read the outlandish premise of 

this latest 380-page book from Tor 

Books written by speculative fic-

tion master Cory Doctorow, and 

it proved even better than I had 

hoped. 

Seventy years in the future, 

poverty is no longer needed due 

to tremendous technological ad-

vances, and society is now ruled by the uber-rich 

zottas. The story follows Hubert Etcetera and his 

friends as they choose to leave society and join the 

nomadic ‘walkaways’ that live outside of society.

The world is beautifully built, but Doctorow 

doesn’t do a stellar job of introducing it to readers, 

making acclimation to the world somewhat difficult. 
This can make the book hard to follow at times and 

detracted a little from my experience. 

But this story isn’t a shallow sci-fi adventure. It 
tackles complicated ethical dilemmas that our so-

ciety will face as technology develops. “Walkaway” 

highlights the nuance in each issue and inspired me 

to really ponder these dilemmas. 

“Walkaway” is one of the most thought-provok-

ing I’ve read in a long time, which makes it my top 

recommendation out of this month’s crop. 

Readers, be warned: this book contains mature 

topics, language and themes. I’d recommend this to 

older readers especially because being able to un-

derstand and ponder the ethical conflicts presented 
really enhances the novel.

Peter’s picks:
3 works of fiction to contemplate over winter break
BY PETER ELLISON

REVIEW
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HOROSCOPES

CHS Arts

Senior Madison Bockus, sophomore Kristen 
Anderson and sophomore Julia Kurz lift freshmen 
Sydney Chu in “With Roses Red Come Lilies White.”

photo by QUINN SPOONER

photo by LUKE DePALATIS

Sophomore Mia Poletti colors in a poster promot-

ing the 2nd Annual CHS Art Expo, held Nov. 7 in the 
performing arts center.


